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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY, JULY 24, 1913.

NO. 137

tlie situation demands it.
train was run over the line today, although announcement was made last
Officials Will Not Talk.
night that a passenger train would
Boston,
.Mass., July 21. While they
leave Juarez this morning for the
CTADT h Rl A7C
admitted that disquieting advices had
south and that one would come out
Leen
received from the Michigan
of Chihuahua today for Juarez.
n:ini'S, where a strike is in progress,
I
No British Warship Sent.
the officials of the Calumet and Hecla
SECOND BLAZE IN TWO DAYS LEADS TO
London, July 24. Sir Edward Grey,
end Copper Range cornpanu-which
the British foreign secretary, is keepare heavily interested in the district,
MUTINOUS
THAT
CONVICTS
BELIEF
ing in communication with the British
declined today to discuss the
RESPONSIBLE.
EXTINGUISHED
WERE
admiralty, in case the presence of a
British warship in Mexican waters
The strike is being handled by thr?
AFTER A HARD FIGHT.
should be considered advisable.
I ;ine superintendents, but final adjustminUNITED
Thus
the
British
THE POSSIBILITY
OF THE
far, however,
THE
AND WEEKS SCORE
WORKS
THE SHERIFF AT CALUMET WIRES ment of the differences will need the SHOWS HOW EFFORTS WERE MADE
ister in Mexico City has not reported
Ossining, N. Y.. July 24. Another
approval of the eastern officials, inSTATES BRINGING ABOUT PEACE British subjects in danger.
AND
DEMOCRATIC
PRESIDENT
TO BEAT HERBERT PARSONS AND
fire at Sing Sing prison today gave the
GOVERNOR FOR STATE TROOPS. cluding President Quincy A. Shaw, of
It was pointed out by the foreign
a chance for more
the
and
Win. A. Paine, of the
BILL-PA- RTY
mutinous
convicts
IN MEXICO TALKED
Calumet,
A
WHIP
MOST
READ "RIOT ACT" TO RALPH
IS
office today that the British in MexTHE RIOTERS ARE RESPONSIBLE
Copper Range,
Tne
riotous
blaze
demonstration!;.
in
common
with
ico,
other
foreigners,
DON'T WANT MEXICO DISUNHOLY INSTRUMENT, N3W THAT
COLE
SHERMAN WAS HIS RIGHT
ALL
started in the clothing shop and the
FOR CLOSING MINES AND
have suffered from the continued disof Militia Goes to Lansing.
Head
it
fire
extinguished
prison
brigade
turbances.
CUSSED IN THE SENATE.
DEMOCRATS USE IT.
HAND MAN.
SURFACE PLANTS.
Kalamazoo, Mich., July 21. Iliigd-Meafter a hard fight without outside aid.
Juarez Is Reinforced
General P. 1,. Abbey, of this city,
fire in the prison
It
was
second
the
HI Paso, Texas,
July 24. Fifteen
of the state militia, left for Lnnbuildings this week.
hundred federal reinforcements reach REPUBLICAN SENATORS
NEITHER SIDE HAS
had been NO STATE TROOPS
King hurriedly this afternoon in r4 EIGHT HOUR BILL WAS
the
guards
Although
ed Juarez this afternoon in command
doubled since $150,000 worth of prop-spouse to a message from Governor
'
Terrazas, deARE "PROPHETS OF EVIL"! erty was burned up two days ago. and
BURIED WITH FRIENDS
REQUESTED SUCH ACTION if Colonel Alberto
HAVE BEEN SENT YET Perris. The message is thought to
Six
of
hundred
Chihuahua.
partment
have reference to the milling strfke
although it is generally believed that j
cl the men are volunteers, 230 of them
tne tires were started ny convicts, me
trouble.
Their arWashington, D. C, July 24. Discus- from Orozco's command.
Washington, D. C, July 21. Sena warden has been unable to place the
Washington, D. ('., July 24. Martin
24.
Strike
Mich.,
Calumet,
July
o
a tor
sion o the Mexican situation today rival precludes the possibility
M. Jlulhall's correspondence
first put
Works, attacking the tariff bill to blame. The men at work in the build- violence occasioned by
yesterday's RADICAL CHANGE
turned toward proposals that the successful rebel assault, on Juarez, ai
into the record of the Senate lobby
out in good order
were
marched
ing
Wilson
that
President
day, charged
walkout of copper miners in this disUnited States act as a mediator while the garrison is said to total nearly exceeded
committee today concerned his efforts
his constitutional authority ami the blaze was extinguished while
TO BE MADE
elections are held and a constitutional S0O0 men now. They announce that
to beat Representative Herbert Par
01
camP
grew beyond the control of Sher
no"m
trict,
prisoners
in framing the bill and "usby
aiding
N sons, of New York for
ON N.
N. H.
government established.
in
diey will at once begin campaigning
r
locked in their cells
iff Crime today and he wired to
inilueiice
it
to
his
have
powerful
ing
1 ft 1 0, told of
the "riot act" to
Although such suggestions have at against the rebel bands near Juarez
Warden Clancy attributes the recent
reading
state
that
Ferris
troops
asking
in
him."
form
the
approved by
various times been made to Presi- and scatter them. Colonel Terrazas, pussed
.New York, July 24. Not only a new Representative Ralph I). Cole, of Ohio,
The senator also assailed the Dem disturbances among the convicts to an be dispatched to maintain order. The
dent Wilson, Secretary Bryan and discussing the proposition of the
of some of them local militia companies were ordered head of the New York, New Haven because of his opposition to former
for
the
order
transfer
members of congress by persons in United States to stop exportation of ocratic caucus, which he declared,
to the state prison at Auburn.
to hold themselves in readiness for and Hartford system to succeed Presi- Speaker Cannon, and gave further dethis country and Mexico, the
arms and munitions to all Mexican forced a senator to "forego his own
Most of the prisoners at Sing Sing service, pending word from the gov- dent Melleu, but radical changes In the tails of Mulhall's offer to aid the canand
convictions
conscientious
judgnever reached the stage of factions, said:
come from New York City and ob- ernor, who it is understood,
was on financial and operating policy, with didacy of George Gordon Battle for
and vote with his party or come
serious consideration because of the
in Chihuahua
"The revolution
is ment
to being sent up state, where their his way from Alpena to Lansing.
a revolution in the machinery ot ex- Governor ot New York,
ject
au
us
Insistent attitude of the constitution- row practically crushed, but we have into disfavor and be branded
friends will find it difficult to visit
February 3, 1910, Mulhall wrote
of
ecutive management will be recomchief
strikers
The
attack
today
alists that they would not entertain tc put down the bandits. If we canr apostate and betrayer of bis party."
John Kirby, Jr., about the light on
them. It was thiB element that led was directed against the Calumet and mended by the
diof
SeniVor the
"The
said
president,"
mediation under any circumstances. get arms and ammunition,
we can t
mutiny yesterday, which at first Hecla properties. Shortly before noon rectors, which will report to the full Cannon, and added:
"Who will guarantee the honesty of protect our own property and people Works, "commits himself beyond m promised to develop into an organized 300 men, armed with steel drills, clubs board tomorrow. This was indicated
"Mr. Sherman confidentially stated
and
to
not
bill
call
a
introduced
yet
an election? The only guarantee we or foreigners."
land stones and with a few of them today by a leading member of the to me that President Taft is now be
attempt at prison delivery.
heard the presentawithout
can have is to take possession of the
On account of the disturbances the
diand firing revolvers,
committee, who said that whoever ing made aware of the many good
Report Says No Rebels At Madera. tion of having
their views by the legislative warden decided today to rid the prison displaying
government by arms, put in a pro
El Paso, Texas, July 24. Acting
vested of their stars all the deputies was elected to succeed Mr. Mellon, things our association has done for
of the states where of the most disorderly element. Two stationed at number 2
visional president and hold elections Governor
conglomerate would probably have a different title the Republican party for the last sevMercido, of the state of representatives
Elecwhen the country is passified.
interests
and
indus hundred of 1he worst offenders,
vital
important,
all
The strikers than president
of
shaft
the
that of chairman of en years and he assured me that the
the
authorities
company.
telegraphs
tions with most of the country, up in Chihuahua,
second term men, were kept in thoir then moved over to the Heeln branch the board, who would be supreme over President would not press any labor
in Juarez that there are no bandits tries are to be affected by it.
arms would be impossible."
"Thus we have a bill agreed upon cells today, and tomorrow sixty of mine and repeated Iheir tactics.
bills at this session of congress, and
the entire system, including the
near
that he is sending
on
This was the answer of the consti- federalMadera, but
them will be sent under heavy guard
and Maine and the steamship and at the close of my interview with the
Several men were badly beaten and
This is in re- and marked for final passage,
there.
troops
1 was more than ever
tutionalist representatives here today
of only a few men of the tc Auburn.
The rest will be trans- sent 1o hospitals in the fights that de trolley lines. To the new head of the
to a message from Juarez officials
to reports that mediation was about ply
confident
concurred in by the president, ferred a day or two later.
of complete
success in
party,
to
who,
the
system
genera'
veloped.
according
Ma
him
in
Americans
that
to be undertaken through the offices notifying
The two hundred ii corrigibles ho
all sur- expectation in Wall street, will be Washington this winter."
The strikers also visited
acting with representatives of this
are
and
dera
bandits
surrounded
by
of the United States. The constituone. party.
This comes in part from long to what is known as the kum- face plants of the companies affected Howard Elliott, president of the North
Writing to General Manager Bird,
tionalists profess to see in such a pro- mi danger of slaughter. If he com- the vicious declaration that the presi-Mnern Pacific, will be given the task of Mulhall said:
gang."
and closed them.
to
be
mands
he
a
train
ought
military
"We intend to start more hell in
posal, an effort on the part of the
c'.cnt is the leader of his party instead
George Panbloom, aged .10, was so working out the proposed changes in
Huerta government to secure a sus- able to get rtoops from Chihuahua to of the president of the whole people.
lie may die.
What
not Baltimore among the politicians than
would
were
beaten
be
that
these
policy.
badly
a
in
few hours.
Madera
nra nttni'lv liinnnulutun t vvh nil
pension of hostilities, during which it
Urn
George Unsworlh, chief engineer at specified, but it was intimated that ever started there before."
Will Be Courtmartialed.
would take retaliatory measures to
The letter explained that the fight
laws."
it
comes
AFTER
the
of
to
the
making
Superior mine house, was cut they might include the divorce frrm
Douglas. Ariz., July 24. Court marsuppress the constitutionalists cause,
about the throat while defending his the New Haven of its control of trol- was to be made on Win. H. Stone, colSenator Works did not doubt thai
13 men
awaits
at
tial
TELEPHONE
Sonora,
Cumpas,
The constitutionalists point out that
and spoke of
the president acted from the 'purest
ley lines. This would meet, one of lector of customs,
hoisting engine.
the same kind of proposals were re- who are on the march to Cumpas un- motives
Stone's friendliness to "labor agitachief of the Calumet the criticisms of the interstate
Reck,
"this
August
feared
that
but
great
a
of
constitutionalists
guard
tors."
peatedly made in the declining days der
commission.
Portland, Ore., July 24. Dls- - V and Hecla police stafT, was beaten
power to mould legislation might fall
troops.
of the Diaz administration.
solution ot me anegea teiepnone
but recovered and is in
last
February 7 Mulhall wrote Secretary
night,
or
hands
treasonable
ii.to
unworthy
According to insurgent advices, the
"I have had many letters," said SenSchwedtman that the eight-houu.v
bill
u.m..
of
measures
cinu
"
again.
l"
protective
follow
charge
and
revolution
and!
that
may
ator Bacon, as he left the White House, men were members of Federico Cor- li e
was pretty well cornered in the labor
and
the American
J. Kenneth McLeod, engineer at the TO (NUESTIGATE
ielepliono
be disrupted."
government
dova
who
have
band
of
outlaws
plun"and there has been much talk among
subcommittee of tlU; house and there
Telegraph company, the
;R(.d Jacket shaft, had his nose broken
to prove that tariff reIn an
NOW
FIRE
senators about the possibility of medi- dered and murdered in the lower por ductions effortthe new
ia sought
)4? wrote Kirby on
Bell Telephone
llf.WHJ- - dansT.
by a. atone.
jr."
bill
Deniocrutic
were
by
tion
of
the
state., They
Captured
ation, but we recognize that it ell deOCCURRED
At noon the disturbance had ceased
HAS
by Attorney General McReynoIds S
conditions
to
no
relation
actual
btar
at
Nacori
Chico.
in the civil
t
suit filed
"Gardner named his subcommittee
was
pends on the attitude of the factions
but more trouble
j temporarily,
Senator John W.
A wealthy merchant of Sahuaripa, of competition.
in Mexico. We would have to be inas Mr. Emery and I had agreed. It
The government
here
today.
rnticipated.
24.
N.
State
Y.,
July
Binghamtoii,
vited to mediate. We could not exer- whose name was not divulged, is also Weeks, of Massachusetts, today read
The machine shops, blacksmith ami local authorities today began an now consists of Vreeland, Madison and
charges the giant corporation
He is charged with being tr senators an inventory of the for- I don't know how in custody.
and its subsidiaries with absorb- - N shops and founderies which worked
cise, any
Allen, Republicans; Ralnoy and Cov( Ign
in league with the outlaws.
and furniture j
investigation of the circumstances
foods, supplies
ington, Democrats. We feel that If the
ing independent telephone com- by
practical it would be. Perhaps the
yesterday, stopped when visited
in
of
fire
chamthe
the
same
were
about
the
factory
iiurrounding
using
they
bill goes to this
best thing would be if both sides could
there
strikers this morning and the stamp the
panics and creating a monopoly
EI Paso. Tex., July 24. The follo'v- - ber.
Binghamtoii Clothing company, in will be no danger for the rest of this
in Oregon, Washington, 'Montana
mills shut down, owing to lack of ore.
get together without mediation by
r
wo-dated
least
at Washing
50 persons, mostly
The ink wells, he said, were made
reply
session."
and the which at
of Hancock
Merchants
and Idaho, in violation of the
any one else, and name a provisional ing negative
was received
the Times last in Austria, the bone letter openers in
en and girls lost their 'lives. Repre'Sherman law.
sales
district
their
South
Range
president who would be satisfactory ton, in answer to by
February 10, Mulhall wrote Kirby
put
a telegram sent to Prance, the hair brushes in England
Sk'oii a cash basis this morning.
to both and an election. The princi- night
The sentatives of the state department ot about senators to be elected:
W. R. Smith, proposing cr Japan.
the state fire marshal, the statu
"Dick of Ohio, has sought our aid;
pal point about all this discussion is Congressman
jmine .management are acting in con- labor,
"The senate stationery room," said
that it shows how anxious the Ameri- that a force of armed Americans be
This is the ftrst attempt ever made cert, and will wait, until, the situation factory, investigation commission anil Scott of West Virginia, Depew of New
EI
from
to
sent
Paso
Mexico,
Madera,
York
Senator Weeks, "sold knives and pens to apply the federal anti-truOf
can people are for a peaceful solution
statute .s under control before attempting 'o the committee of safety of New
York, and Carter of Montana.
were present at the inqueBt.
course we have had Aldrich on our
of the trouble in Mexico and that we to relieve the distress of the fourteen made in England; German razors were to the telephone situation. Telephons resume operations, although the
AVorkmen continued to search the list for the last nine months."
are not thinking of anything like in- defenders of the Madera lumber camp used to shave senators in the senate
have claimed that the tela- ing of the Conglomerate shafts of the
and their families, who are reported barber
und souvenir post cards phone, like the railroad, is a natural Calumet and Hecla for an Indefinite ruins of the burned factory building.
Mulhall testified Carter never asked
tervention."
shops
to be threatened with
massacre bv with pictures of
to Of the 2S bodies thus far recovered, aid from the National Association ot
puWM n.onopoly and that a single system Is time may mean costly
Senator Bacon said so far as he Mexican
Washington's
damage
bandits headed by El Mocho
ci.ly three have been identified. The Manufacturers.
knew, no formal recommendation for Martinez:
bindings were sold in the capitoi conducive to the best interests of the them.
Governor Ferris in a message from others are burned beyond possibility
with the Imprint of German manufac public. The department of justice
recognition was being considered and
Cummins Contradicts.
Ul
"To
The
Times:
Paso
the
presa
that it had only reached the stage of
on them.
contends that, it is a question of public Alpena this morning stated he is pre- of recognition and will be buried In
Senator Cummins, author of tin
ident takes' the position that he can- turers
to
to
come
the
for
to
set
be
discussion.
a
to
country
the
wishes
If a senator
copper
pared
city
apart by
plot
light cigar lolicy for congress to determine.
resolution under which the smate comnot lawfully authorize such an expediA number of the senators in discusthe cloak room, he finds a safety It is declared that the suit filed lo- - and to take personal charge of the the unidentified dead.
mittee is Investigating the "lobby",
or
tion
Mexico
as
into
propose,
you
Presiserof
Besides the known dead, IU have
match manufactured in Switzerland," day will not interfere with the sweep- situation on the first intimation
sing the Mexican situation with
added his denial to statements
if
today
he
do
load
should
it
that
so,
might
Vandent Wilson today learned that he was to war. He
been reported missing and probably of Martin M. Mulhall, the
r e said.
lobthe in ious trouble. Adjutant General
by
proposed
ho
ing
Investigation
assurance
that
gives
survivors have byist for the National Association of
hopeful that the senate would refrain is himself
Senator Weeks attacked the Demo terstate commerce commission into Idercook at Lansing has wired every are dead. Fifty-fou- r
on
the
a
for
working
plan
militia captain in the Btate to have his of en accounted for.
from debate about Mexico at this time
Manufacturers.
Madera j cratic bill on the ground that it would the general telephone situation to men
or at any rate until after Ambassador relief of the Americans at the successready.
cost of living, curb determine whether the Sherman law
the
reduce
rot
In a letter to John Kirby, president
he
be
which
will
hopes
on
the
William
struck
Wilson returned and a definite policy camp,
Richards,
the powers of the trusts, nor stimulate should be invoked generally with the
of the association, Mulhall told of
ful."
conSECRETARY
is
OF
in
serious
head
a
was
said
a
stone,
the preswas formulated. It
by
in purpose of enforcing competition or
Reduction
to Congressman healthy competition.
meeting Senator Cummins in Mav,
The
He is
ident pointed out that expressions by Smith message sent
of the
he said, would be followed by whether monopoly should be permitt- dition. His skull is fractured.
WAR
1910, and going to the
:
prices,
was
follows:
as
yesterday
as plasterer by the Calumet
senators might arouse bad feeling in
where they .talk- an unequalled reduction in working-i- t ed or encouraged under regulations employed
late
Senator
Dolliver,
"To W. R. Smith, Washington,
FORT ku
Hecla.
EL
..
1. .
l
i.
Mexico.
..1
lw.
similar to that of railroads. This step andFive
a
iu uw wauc 111 Llir
uuuui
C: Please advise if secretary of war en's incomes.
hundred Greek strikers, many
Torreon Hat Fallen.
the
west
because
was
in
the
oi
Keno.au
taken
bouse
or
will
by
Representative
give permis
authority
(Eagle Pass, Texas, July 24. Official sionproper
El Paso, Texas, July 24. Secretary Iowa.
believed theie existed carrying clubs, marched through
to the Times to arrange and send
attorney
general
to
noon
at
con
their
at
was
made
announcement
headquarters, of War Lindley M. Garrison, chief of
today
Senator Cummins denied the statea peculiar situation demanding immesufficient force to iMadera, Chihuahua, GAS COMPANY
but there was no further disorder.
stitutionalist headquarters in Piedras o relieve the fourteen
General Leonard Wood ment categorically.
diate attention to cure evils said to
Major
Americans
and
staff,
IN
FIGHT
WINS
Governor
Ferris will be advised by
Negras of the capture of Torreon, their families, provided we obtain the
of seeing
"I have no recollection
about by unfair
have been
Major General Aleshire, quartern-astSheriff Crime at once that the situa- ind
Mexico, by constitutionalists. Fifteen consent
FEDERAL COURT practices andbrought
or speaking to him on any
er
the
Mulhall,
of
spent
illegal communications. tion is serious
of the Mexican government
army,
general
to warrant
hundred prisoners, twenty cannon and and
enough
The attorney general asks the court
this morning inspecting Fort Bliss. subject, but I am not prepared to s?v
constitutionalists. These Ameri
sending troops here.
re-large supplies of ammunition fell into cans are not In danger from either
to
that I have not," said Senator CumBell
lo
the
Kan24.
companies
The
compel
Topeka, Kans., July
All was quiet early this afternoon. On request of the secretary of war,
their hands, the constitutionalists Huerta's or constitutionalist
mins.
nciuish control of the Independent The miners are
no salute was fired at the post and
Gas
forces
that
supsas
Natural
Company,
mass
a
for
claim.
assembling
"But I am certain that I did not
from lawless bandits.
plies Kansas and Western Missouri, Telephone company, of Seattle; the meeting at headquarters in Calumet. review of troops was held. At noon
Details of the battle roust be carried but
have any conversation with him about
to new Home Telephone company, of Puget
"El
chamber
Times.'
Paso
of
were
the
extend
the
not
its
lines
need
(Signed)
pipe
guests
party
Troops the Last Resort.
rearly 100 miles by courier before
This af the speech Kendall was to make on
fields in Oklahoma as directed by the Sound; the Northwestern Long DisBay City, Mich.,. July 24. Go'vernof of comme'ree at a luncheon.
(bey reach telegraph wires. Constitubill; I am certain I
accordtance Telephone company, the Interborder the eight-hou- r
the
Utilities
commission,
ternoon
Kansas
patrol camps along
f'erris, on his way to Alpena, said totionalists expect more news soon.
GERMANS LAND
into
Dolliver's room with
went
never
comand
John
Consolidated
an
order
of
Wood
Federal
state
General
to
Telephone
Judge
ing
i'ay that he would not grant Sheriit vrre inspected.
Torreeu Is in the state of Coahuila,
I am certain that I never had
of Salt Lake City, made pub- pany and the Independent Long Dis- Crime's
Marshall
Mr. Garrison inquired into the sltua him, and
ON
IN
ENGLAND
for
in
the
coptroops
200 miles south of the border and on
tance Telephone company. If jieces- - per minerequest
where any conversation with him there."
today.
strike district except as a tion at Madera, Chihuahua,
MANEUUERS licThe
the western edee of the military activMulhall leaned forward in the witutilities commission had ordered sary to accomplish
the dissolution, last resort to
Mexican
are
Americans
by
besieged
protect lives.
ness chair and shouted:
ities over which Governor Carranza,
which is ill the hands of tie court is asked to appoint a rethe
company,
bandits.
When he was. about to board his
"I'm getting tired of these details."
loader of the constitutionalists, has London,
The party goes west tonight.
July 24. Germans, repre- receivers, to spend part of its million ceiver for the Bell companies.
train for Alpena, Governor Ferris sent
It is one sented by the
"I don't, care whether you're getting
assumed personal charge.
"Red Fleet" in the an- dollar surplus to extend its lines to
Attorney General McReynolds'
another telegram to the Rheriff at
tired or not. It njakes no difference
of a chain of six cities covering a nual maneuvers of the British navy, Oklahoma to increase the supply of
distribrata
views
the
that
pro
as
follows:
Calumet,
to me; if you don't tell the truth, I'm
rough semi circle three or four hun-- nnw In
in RptHsli
waters. gas.
ution of the stocks of the Standard Oil
"What is the situation at this hour? OIL WELL FIRE
going to deny it," replied Senator Cumdied miles long, extending eastward ra)ded the ea8t coast of Great Britaln
The court holds that the utilities and Tobacco trusts did not bring about Do all In your power to avoid calling
KILLS SEVEN:
mins.
J'rom Torreon and curving northward this morning and landed troops in the commission is without authority to a real dissolution of these combinatroops. Will send troops if necessaryUnder a sharp fire of questions, Multo Laredo.
OTHERS
compel the company to perform ser tions, are strongly reflected in today's Property and life must be prelected.'"
neighborhood of Humber.
INJURES
hall testified he did not know where
claims to After the warships had engaged and vice in another state, and maintains suit in which he specifically
Carranza
requests
Sheriff in Hands of Mrb.
Dolliver's room was.
have strong federal forces .either defeated the defending
fleet, four the commission has failed to produce the courts to order the alleged tele
men
Lansing, Mich., July 24. The gov- Tulsa, Okla., July
check-mateor bottled up.
transports laden with soldiers ran the from the company's, chartpr anything phone trust to dispose of stocks, bonds ernor's office this afternoon received ,..rr.o
nnrt
were
tnvonil others
kilinri
His announced plan last week was blockade which had been established binding it to extend its lines.
GRAND JURY AFTER WOMEN
and physical properties of indepen- - a megBage from the 8ilerlff at Calumet
probably fatallv injured late today
to attack Torreon first, his followers and upset the belief of the British adWHO GIVE RAILRIDING PARTY
dents to "persons not connected with
,n
nils
of
a
tnat
n trns wpII PYnlnrtflri and eaiieht
he
th
wa8
the Bell companies as stockholders ormob of g00 men an(J thflt anotnpr mofj fire at Ti08t
claiming he had about 8000 men, miralty that British Isles were invul- MRS. PANKHURST RELEASED;
west
miles
five
about
city,
OTHER ARRESTS MAD?. otherwise.'
Waukegan, 111., July 24. The eight
pgainst 3000 federals In the Torreon nerable.
of oOO was on the way to Calumet jof here. The explosion was caused
Vice Admiral Sir John R. Jellice
women of Volo, near here, who rode
garrison. The other" principal cities
r
a
town
from
stub
a
small mining
Ahmeek,
carelessly
by
cigarette
on a rail
Mrs. John Richardson
which the Carranza forces claim to be commanded the fleet representing the
London, July 24. Mrs. Emeline
Calumet.
ped by a bystander, according to
THE DAY IN CONGRESS.
streets
must
of
the
the
village,
through
watching, are Monclova, Lampazos, enemy which made the successful de- Pankhurst, who had been
The first direct information receiv- Stephen Snyder, son of a farmer living
answer to the Lake County grand jury
a few days ago, was released again
Monterey, Saltillo and Nuevo Laredo. scent on the coast.
the
was.
near
who
the
ed
well,
executive
the
.'t
office
the
assisting
during
Towns of Grimby, Cleethropes
and this evening. She left Holloway jail
for their act. State's Attorney Ralph
Senate.
Monclova already is under active
governor's absence was contained in drillers, and was first ot the injured J. Dady announced today that eviImmingham were occupied by the en- in a motor ambulance.
Mrs. Pethick
Washington, D. C, July 24. Debate a telegram received
fright-nooto
s'ege by constitutionalists.
was
Tulsa.
brought
Snyder
shortly before
mememy, who routed the territorial
a on tariff bill was resumed, Senator
Lawrence and Lady Sybl Smith,
Mexico Central Open.
tc dence is being gathered against
today from J. W. Black, a f ""' burned and is not expected
bers of the party.
Officials
.. EH Paso, Texas, July 24.
daughter of .the Earl of Antrim, was Works attacking the bill and assailing Houghton
live.
county politician- - He wira l'
Mrs. Richardson was called to the
arrested this evening, wh.'e trying to President Wilson for aiding in framof the Mexican Central railroad anofficials unable to hii.d!
hold a suffrage meeting at the en- ing the measure.
porch of her house one evening last
nounced today that four trains of DEATH FOLLOWS BATTLE
situation. A lot of disorder ano vio GREAT BATTLE REPORTED
week by a neighbor, a powerful woWITH STRIKING MINEP.S trance to the central lobby of the
Lobby committee continued reading lence last
sight, accompanied by one military
BETWEEN CHINESE ARMIES, man, who threw her arms around Mrs.
night and you are justified
for
commons.
Mrs.
of
house
Mulhall's
into
record
Juarez
leave
Margaret
today
correspondence.
lin, would
Richardson and carried her to the
Charleston, W. V., July 24. Fran): Mackworth, the militant suffragette,
John P. Murphy, Knoxville, Tenn., in sending troops at once. Business
tihuahua, the state capital, to
men and best saloonkeepers urge that
Portland, Ore., July 24 A private street, where seven accomplices were
They Gim and two unidentified miners were daughter of "Col. King" A. Thomas, named postmaster of the Senate.
the food famine there.
all saloons In Houghton county be cablegram from Shanghai to the Port- waiting with a long fence rail. They
killed and Don .Slater was probably joined the ranks of the backsliders.
House.
nmince that the road has been
l.inrl nironl nf a
Shnntrhni hllainpRQ carried their
i
Mrs. Mackworth had been sent to
screaming prisoner down
and is now open between the fatally wounded in a battle between
Republican Leader Mann continued closed
At noon today Adjutant General bouse, received today says:
the main street and back.
rdiT and the state capital. Repair striking miners and employes of the jail for a month, for setting fire to a his filibuster against any business un
"The revolution is of a very serious
As a reason for their act the women
- irk was done by a crew under "for-)- r Wake' Forest Coal company on Cabin mail box.
She was released after a til the
case has been Vandercook, of the state militia, re.
b going on
ceived instructions from Governor rature. A
asserted they believed Mrs. Richard- Governor Alberto Terrazas, but Creek today. A posse with bloodhounds hunger strike, but her license expired debated.
are son to be too friendly; with her
in Shanghai
i
Juarez with bas gone into the hills In search of today: Rather than return to jiil
has not yet reached
Adjourned at 12:35 p. in. until noon Ferris to have everything in readi"
ness fovr the calling of state troops It favorable to the gbvernment."
i
f
owever, she paid a fine of $50. '
reinforcements. No passenger (he assailants. ,
Friday.
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TO EASTFRN POINTS VIA
Central and El Paso & Southwestern.

SANTA FE TO CLOUDCROFT,

N. M., AND RETURN,

$12.10.
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For Rates and Full Information Call On or Address
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BOMB

The llttlo child's doll Is mother to thn
And in the years
most romantic fairy.
fades Into the petal
that pass, thn doll
of a .lime rose, to evolve the most wondrous of all transformations.
And now comes a more serious period

THE

REGARDING

WHICH
TAMMANY SITUATION

IN

THE

EVERYBODY

METROPOL-

TO

BE

HONEST AS TO POSITION.

j

(By Gilson Gardner.)
Washington, D. C., July 24. At last
one man has had the courage to tell
the political truth about Xew York
Amos
Pinchol, Progressive
City.
leader in New York brother of the
conservationist, has let drop a bomb.
This is in the form of an open letter
ti, the county chairmen who are trying to get together on a fusion platform against Tammany. Pinchot sug
gests that everybody slop pretending
they
unci come out and tell where
really stand. Of course such a suggestion la scandalous, impertinent and
Mr. Pinchot suggests
sensational.
suine real Issue; he tells how New
service
Vrirk is eoverned by nubile
corporations enjoying special priviinleges and that these are the real
fluences back of Tammany; that Tarn- many is merely the tool and the out
economic
Yvard manifestation of an
condition. He proposes that the

REV50LVED THAT

We Will be
lien the iov of real motherhood should be
as tranquil as iwi raon c m v..
,,
IB nn.u.Jll, rai.ru
1 U1S
nu
exremedy known as Mother's Friend, an
In
Its
so
penetratlnc
ternal application
lubricate every
i n ure as to thoroughly
Involved.
c id. nerve, muscle and tendon
There will be no pain, none of that
mniKea or morning Bickness, no sensation
or struin of expanding muscles;
( f distress
T.ie nerves, too, will he calm. th
making;
e
one
of restful days, of peflcefuf
ti period
r.. lits and a source of happiest anticipation.
The young, expectant mother must be carefully watchful lest she become absorbed in
tlr.se mental distresses which illy prepare
her for the most important event In her life.
Mother's Friend enables her to avoid all
ae: wiilon of dread, worry or pain, and thua
Uv is preserved In health and strength to
take up the Joyful task of motherhood.
vu will find Mother's Friend on sale at
all drug stores at tl.00 a bottle. !o not fait
to use It regularly as directed. Write
to Brailfleld Regulator Co., 1.15 Lamar Bldg.,
Atlanta. r;a., for their most valuable little
izulde book for expectant mothers.

that

m

pleased

havc you Come

To

v

ahdsel our good

VALUES AND OUR,

Complete

Jtock.

JUSTLY
WE'VE
For.
PROUD,
WE AR

COT THE GOODS
TALK ABOUT A FINE STOCK OF HARDWARE; WHY, WE ARE JUST
AS PROUD AS WE CAN BE OF WHAT WE HAVE IN OUR STORE;.
WE WILL BE ABLE TO WAIT UPON YOU QUICKLY. WE WANT TO
PLEASE YOU. WE WANT TO GIVE YOU THE BEST HARWARE THAT
IS MADE, AND WE WANT YOU TOBE SATISFIED WITH THE PRICE.
AWAY'
WE ARE SURE WE ARE IN A POSITION TO SEND YOU

fLEASED.

fundamentals;
go
rid for the property interests.
-t.'.ey reform the tux laws, that they get
"Private monopoly is against the
pfter the public service corporations public's interest. It cannot
endure
PHONE 14.
PHONE 14.
"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT-pnd govern them instead of permit- lives.
the
of
inhere
democracy
I
spirit
n
Mtv
Hid
...il.
:U
illiroe i;uiJuitiiiuup m im.c hu. w...
tl rough Tammany and some respect-- j
able manifestations of politics.
BULLET
f AFTER
"A municipal election is just ahead
VEARS
us," he says, "and we are planning
once more to kick, uiu mc
N'ew York, July 24. While engaged
save the. oltv. It s time, tnemore.
household duties in her home Mrs
!;
some
Quesimple
ourselves
tj ask
stions and answer them if we can. 'Patrick Vaughn, wife of a chauffeur,
Why has political reform failed and was seized with a violent fit of sneez
become discredited in New York? r and coughing.
Vaughn was start-- ;
g
And why has Tammany nourished like
.ng for a doctor when a violent pabrought from his wife's throat
And Mr. Pinchot proceeds to an-- ,
of a bullet which was
remnants
to
.he
in
a
way
THESE DAYS OP MODERN METHswer these questions
slartle some of the good "reformers' accidentally shot into her head thirty
ODS, Electricity plays a most importo whom his letter is addressed.
years ago.
"The strength of Tammany lies pri
No blood discharge followed the
tant part. The grandfather would
marily in one thing in the private ejection of the bullet, and in half an
be amazed at the radiance of the modownership of public utilities (gas., hour Mrs. Vaughn was ready to start
ern home and why all this light? To
e'ectrieity and transportation, etc.) on a vacation she had planned to
short, Tammany furnishes private gjn today.
make the home more homelike to make
Wi,en Bue was 7 years old a
capital with the opportunity to exploit
and
average man,
private capital volver bullet pierced her forehead
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
Tammany with the where-- tween the eyes. The wound healed,
for father, mother and children. Qood light
e
withal to deliver the goods." This is Even after that ske suffered from
isthe
sums
Mr.
Pinchot
the
A
up
headaches.
month
,.nt
way
ago
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
r
sue in New York (or any other city, surgeons in Fordham
Hospital
'
desired.
moved a growth in her throat which
that matter.)
"You know this, Mr. Chairman," he; they took to be cancerous. They now
"I know it, Tammany believe the growth was caused by the
continues,
knows it. and the public knows it. lounei.
We all know that any campaign that
dees not strike at the electric, gas.
telephone, subway, surface and elevated road monopolies simply amounts
I.V'r,
to av-- j
to a kind of May-dapageant
In various places throughout Europe
with
sticks
,
slap
Tammany
farm-ticking
orj SHAKE
INTO YOUR
the American committee found
SHOES
the Tiger with flowers aifd
crs' banks, owned and control'ed by pelting
confetti."
farmers under government supervisAllen's
the antiseptic pow- IS QUITE SO CONVEN
Mr. Pinchot proceeds to prove by i'er. It. relieves nainfnl. smnrtinir. ten- ion, lending money to farmers on their
inYork
of
New
rates
the
at
that
IENT
as
and
to touch the button and
ftcts
figures
der nervolls (,et, and instantly takes
land, for long terms,
terest varying from 3 to 5 per cent. Edison company is" charging three ltne Btmg mt of corns an(J bunions .it's
your stove is ready to cook your
.m..o .10 mnh fni. Alantrtf. lifvnt anil the
It found these government banks paygreatest comfort discovery of the
Foot-Cas-e
any other current as the Cleveland, Ohio,
iron
or
Allen's
ing dividends just like
makes
age.
ready to use, your toasted
tight
banks, to the farmers. It found that
new shoes feel easy. It is a certain
plant. The Edison
hurried
breakfast, your vacuready for the
the funds of these banks could not be
is charging a maximum of 10 relief for sweating, callous, swollen,
used for stock gambling purposes, and cents and a minimum of 5 cents per tired, aching feet. Always use it to
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
that r,o central money power, like Wall kilowatt hour, whereas the Cleveland Break in New Shoes. Try it today.
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heatStreet in the United States, could draw municipally-owneplant has a max- Scld everywhere, 25 cents. Don't acrooms. Electricity will do every thing
ed
for
specu- imum rate of 3 cents and a minimum
the money of these hanks
cept any substitute. For FREE trial
lation.
for
hour.
cent
Allen
one
S.
address
kilowatt
you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
of
Olmsted,
ppekage,
;ate
per
The gist of the report of this great
and night Estimates and fuM infor"During the last fiscal year," says Le Roy, N. Y.
day
committee will be to this effect:
Mr. Pinchot,
"Pasadena's municipal
mation
cheeerfully given.
Is
a
drudge plant saved $198,000 to the users ol
'The American farmer
as compared with the European farm- electricity by forcing a general reducer; money lenders are a leech on the tion of rates. In Seattle, the municiAmerican farm. Farming must be put. pal plant reduced its rate to six cents
on a business basis In America and Inst summer, and the private plant
the American farmer, by consolidation was obliged to follow suit. I am inmust do away with the haphazard formed that there are now more thati
,
system of borrowing, buying and
MOO publicly operated electric light
When the purchasing departand must become a business man. and power plants in the United States
ment of a large manufacturiit?
Raising produce from the soil is only and there have been abandoned over
half of the farmer's task; the other three times as
plant or corporation wishes to
many private plants as
half is to conduct his affairs on a
buy
anything, no matter whether
rublic
1 1
plants."
THE AMERICAN I
strict business basis, and the only way
BsvJk ,
involves
$10 or $10,000,
the
it
Referring to municipal gas plants,
he can accomplish this is to consoliMr. Pinchot cites the case,,, of Indipurchase is made through cerdate."
tain channels and is based on
Most of the members of the commit- anapolis. "In Indianapolis," he Bays,
such accurate and reliable infortee believe tha there must be currency "the municipal plant now supplies the
reform In the United States along tin whole city at 60 cents per thousand
mation that the results are: (1)
lines laid down by President Wilson feet for light and 40 cents per thouThe best value for the money.
for
sand
York
Xew
power.
charges
before farmers' banks can be operat(2) The most suitable article
SO
cents
both
for
thousand
per
light
ed independent of Wall street.
has been secured. (3) The purWith a money trust In existence in mid power."
"In England and Germany, as well
chase is made in the least
the United States, controlling credit
and ordering the direction in which ra in certain American cities, other
amount of time and In the most
the tides of gold flow, farmers' banl-- s lhan New York, the matter of saving
efficient manner possible.
con
fall
the
under
would Immediately
r oney for the people by municipal
trol of .Wall street.
operation has been forced upon poli
What the corporation does in
licians and reformers," he
a
large way, the individual man'
' San Francisco
TAKE IT IN TIME.
now has a profitable
or woman can do in a small
municipal street railway, with fifteen
Just a Scores of Santa Fe Have.
way. The same correct princimiles of track, bonded at $105,000 per
doesn't
pay.
W7aitmg
P'ile, while the Calhoun private sysple may be followed. You ma
If you neglect kidney backache.
tem is bonded at $350,000 a mile. And
know everything possible conbusiness-buildin- g
first-claI am informed that when the franUrinary troubles often follow.
power
only realized
cerning where, when, how and
Doan's Kidney Pills are for kidney chise of the Presidio and Ferries railat what prices to make your
stationery, you would choose your own Bond Paper and
backache, and for other kidney ills. way expires in 1913 the city will also
This information Is
Santa Fe citizens endorse them.
purchases.
take that over."
not intrust its selection to subordinate
Albino Ortega, college St, Santa Fe.
"Mr. Chairman," he concludes, "thei
constantly at your service In
N. Mex., says;
"For several years Kiwmer anu ine
recolumns
the
of
advertising
politician can no
to make
business
And, you
my back and kidneys troubled me. It lr.nger evade this
liable papers like THE SANTA
monopoly question.
was hard for me to do anything on ac- The
10091 efficient,
people are at last becoming edu
you would specify.
FE NEW MEXICAN.
count of pains through my loins. The cated as to the
private
monopoly
worse.
move
made the trouble
least
graft. I do not think I am exaggerat
My rest was broken by my kidneys ing when I
say that any political
acting too freely. The kidney secre- parties or party leaders, whether mu
tions were scanty and now and then nicipal or
that defemJ
national,
scalded In passage. When I read
in the necessaries
private
monopoly
about local people who had used of civilization ar bound to
change
Doan's Kidney Pills with good results, their
NOVELTY WORKS.
position or go down to soon and
I tried them. I found relief from the Badden
defeat
Gaiisteo Street
104
Water-Marnrst ana Dy me time i uaa usea one "We cannot, and no one has ever 104
il
box my back was free from pain. The been able
to, or will be able to, ma Makes all kinds of Screens and
The De Luxe Business Paper
kidney secretions stopped bothering terially increase the
of
does Screening of Porches.
me.
I recommended Doan's Kidney the poor to make a opportunities
with- competence,
Pills when they cured me and I can tut at the same time
COUPON
decreasing the Porcn Swings tfiat filve Gomlort because by comparison you would find
speak just as highly of them no'w. opportunities of the rich to make
Fruit
and
Whenever I feel out of sorts, I have lhrge fortunes. It is
Ladders,
Step
BOND is far beyond the average Bond Paper in quality-chara- cter
a case of
taken a few doses of Doan's Kidney inflexible economic simply Never in
Fly Traps that Catch Flies,
laws.
makes stationery
Pills and they never fail to fix me up the world's
impressiveness, and all
history has a general oX Repairs ''Your Furniture Right
all right."
permanent improvement of the condiand Does Upholstering.
really productiveFor sale by all dealers. Price 60 tion of the majority been' made
IN FACT HE DOES ALL KINDS OF
cents.
Co., Buffalo, through political action except at the
REPAIR WORK.
today. And see the
New York, sole agents for the United expense of the
specify
privileged
minority.
157 W.
'
SANTA FE. N. M.
Telephone
States.
In economics and politics alike you
;
us show you samples.
difference.
Remember the name Doan's and cannot serve two masters or ride two Prices leasraable. All Work Guaranteed.
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, AGENTS.
liorses. You cannot be tor the peopfe
take no other.
Santa Fe, N. M, .
TERMS CA5H.
.
Bt

way.

The committee found none of the
terror of farm mortgages that breaks
farmer
the heart of the American
The Italian farmer, they discovered
in Rome, doOHl't have to take his hat
in bis hand and ecrnpwu' kowtow
0f a tfnnehis way into thu
snari to borrow money for running
l.in farm at from 8 lo 10 percent InlarmSwiss
the
does
Neither
Hert'St.
ier, the Herman farmer or the French
farmer.
In other words, the American committee has found that the European
a
farmer is a business man. not
cash
drudge; an efficient, powerful,
and not
buyer, whose trade, is sought
an installment plan buyer, like the
average American farmer.
The European farmer, too, is an efficient salesman who knows, every
moment of the time, how the law of
in his
supply and demand is working
territory and where he can get tie
best prices.
And it. isn't any wheat, corn or produce gambling concern, like the Chicago pit. that fixes the price for htm
The European farmer is not at fhe
Ammercy or the railroads as is the
erican farmer. The railroads are his
servants, not his masters. The farmers are so powerful that the railroad"
would not dare to do to them what
the American roads did to the western
wheat growers in 1007 when, hecam'e
the railroads did not send them cars
hundreds of farmers were forced to
leave their wheat lying in piles at Uu railroad stations throughout the win-

WOOD DAVIS HARDWARE

COMPANY.
"
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'COUGHS UP

-

30

J
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'ym

'LIGHT
IN

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
JBLoesied In the beautiful Peoot
Valley, SJOOfeet above sea level,
lunsbine every day. Ones air
work throughout the entire sesConditions (or pbyaieal
sion.
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elaewhere In America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, all
East-egraduates from standard
Ten buildings,
colleges.
modern In every respect.
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BegSDts

cata-ili-

COLJAS,W.WILLSON,Snpt.

Denver & Rio Grande R. R.
ROUND TRIP

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
.

.

. $16.35

St. Louis .
Chicago. .
Detroit . .

18.15

Col'do Springs

Denver, . . . 21.10
Salt Lake City 40 00
Ogden,

St. Paul.

.

.

.

$47.35

51.85
62.85
. 66.45

.
.

Buffalo . .
New York City 78.85

51.85

to September 30th.
Return Limit, October 31st, except from points
east of St. Louis or Chicago return limit will
be sixty days from date of sale.
On

Sale June

1st

For additional information call on or address

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
244 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Nonbers,

f f47.

Day or Night Phone, I JO Main.

.

Next Door

v xeatis-- .

to Postoff ice.

M.t

vio-tb-

j

POWER

For quick results,
little "WANT."

e,

N'

com-irin- y

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

seU-Ing-

i,

IFaYOU

:TO
Pueblo

,

Own Shops

President.

J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. PO, Secretary.

W. A. FINLAY.
For particulars and Illustrated
address,

'

Knowi ng Your

:

E. A. CAHOON.

be-I-

;

Foot-Eas-

'The West Point of the Southwest.

it
0r:

A

j

Best
Route

Xk

OF PRACTICES

ne

SiiHUS

LOW

HE LETS DROP

fort to set at the facts regarding ruThis commisral credits in Europe.
sion has been over here, hard at work,
for weeks.
The biggest fact that this commission learned is thit the American
farmer, in his financial arranifements.
is a century behind the times.
The American farmer must consolidate. Though this great committee
will not give such advice, in so many
words, I can say now that the erreni
of its report wllj be to suggest such
consolidation by farmers in every
part of the United States.
Almost everywhere the committee
went In Europe It found farmers consolidated, except in England. .wning
their own banks, lending money to
each other, buying their supplies
their machinery, fertilizers, etc. co
operatively, and selling in the same

NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Prompt Attention and the Best
of 5atiefetion Guaranteed,

VICTIM

Maternal Instinct Greatly Developed by
Teaching Children to Love their Dolls.

FINDS

By WILLIAM SHEPHERD
Paris, July 24. I have seen a groat
American committee of 100 legislators
and business men at work in Rome.
efBerlin, Paris and London in their

k

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

J04DON GASPER

NFJYORK

IS-WANTS
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Hacks and BagKW Transfer.
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PINCHOT TELLS

SHOULD BE ABOLISHED.

WINTER GROCERY CO.
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I'st an appearance of activity and
strength at midday. Scarcity of stock I
on the previous decline also disclosed
f. strong
technical position, which
ficilitated the brisk upturn. Steel,
Union Pacific, Reading, Canadian Pa
tific and the coppers rose from
to
1
above yesterday's close before

WALL STREET.
i
July 24.

New York. N. Y
Today's
ei'rty stock market presented a curious contradition of conditions, most
a
f the potential issues showing
1
eavy tendency, while various special'
ties made material gains. A prominent feature was New Haven, which
declined to a new low record, but soon
ncovered to a fraction above yesterday's close.
Baltimore & Ohio, which declined
1
bIbo made partial recovery. Can,
Smelting, Cotton Oil and Colorado
Peotel displayed some heaviness.
ple's gas was strongest of the special
four
ties, its rise approximately
points. Biscuit, Beet Sugar, American
to
Tobacco and Soo gained from 1
over 2 points.
Trading was dull and professional,
lu government bonds, 3's and 4's fell
tj low record prices.
Fairly large buying orders gave the
4

realizing small profits to check tht
movement.
The activity of the noon hour was
aoon followed by a relapse to the dullness of the forenoon, but prices evinced no tendency to recede.
On the
contrary, most of the active issues itn-roved their position.
DON'T use a cough medicine con
taining opium or morphine. They constipate the bowels and do not cure,
only stifle the cougn. Examine the
label and if tbe medicine contains
these harmful opiates refuse it. Foley's Honey and Tar Compound con
tains no opiates, is healing and sooth- tag. The Capital Pharmacy.

PHONE 85 MAIN.

Wood
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THE TARIFF BILL IS SURE TO

TO LA0GH AT?

Z o'clock
6PICK

HIDDEN

I

AND

AT

HAD
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HI
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5 PAH
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Juan de Grijalva, so history- tells us,
i i attempting to follow the track of
Cordova, left Cuba on March 1st, 151X,
and landed near Cozumel four days
later, anchoring off about six miles,
where he was visited by the Indians.
On May 6th, he ventured ashore, ac
companied by one hundred of bis men.
njid after exploring the temples, took
formal possession in the name of the
king. He was given food and water
Cortes:
Lv the natives, and departed.
landed here with soldiers ou the loth
ct February, IMS, accompanied
by
I'ernal Diaz, and together they threw
down all the idols and erected, with
the aid of the Indians, a handsome
cltar, and placed an image of the Holy

1 here is no doubt as to the final vote.
The chief question that arises Is as
to the time when that vote will be
taken. Consideration of that question
ii volves a
psychological
study ot
Woodrow Wilson and that Is the principle thing which is now occupying
many senators, both Republicans an'J
I'emocrats.
There has been a curious
lapse of interest in the tariff bill
throughout the country during the last
weeks. Various explanations are
t ffi.'i ed for this.
One is that the country, being satisfied that the bill Is a
substantial revision downward, has
approved it on faith and is going
about its regular business patiently
awaiting the final enactment of the

Virgin thereon.
neasure.
Grijalva mentions that he saw, after
leaving Cozumel, "Three
large vilFrom the Republican side of the.
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f cnnte, there,
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'he bill prove itself to be a breeder of
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Morley and Nushaum report that '
calamity. It is vital to the hopes of
T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
Montezuma Avenue, near
the standpatters to have commercial
they saw the ruined towers while
upheaval and business disaster follow
skirting the coast between Chacalan
and Tuloom, but they were not uble
the enactment of a low, tariff bill.
to reach the shore to explore the ruins
Standpatters in the senate and houao
because of the high seas and rocky
end their scattered adherents about
coaBt.
the country have been predicting disThey had been compelled to
tress as assiduously as possible, but
pioceed to I'rogreso and there secure
somehow or other, their predictions'
government permission to make the
htve failed to excite the country aptrip on a Mexican transport that visits
of this
those parts
fortnightly,
carrying tacked by savage Indians at any min-jo- f
the latest machines invented for ed D2 per cent for the day and thera preciably. The explanation
failure now given on the Republican
t.oops and supplies to the army camps
v.
no
as
wind.
out of the the restoration of life and practical
on the southern boundary of the Maya ute. Taking pictures is
The low mark reached last night tide of the senate is that President
Serious work can only be instruction is given in the use of the
outwitted the calamity
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SEA LION SCARES
the currency. The standpatters have
Remember: The Business ol
tives used every language at their disOLD CAMBRIDGE had so much practice In talking tariff
to express their feelings, and we Descendants of Old "Luky" Baldwin to Lie Half Their time with Mother
this Place is to Raise Salaries
posal
SI.
that debate on the
and Other Half With Father Eecause Turfman's Millions Caused Matlad to depend on a particularly eF
bill can be made almost limitless, It
. am- rimonial Split.
i amoritige, .ias., jui.v
feient combination of Spanish and
. StaU
they desire to do so. Some of them
i' tiglish to urge them on.
bridge had a real sea lion Hunt.
We manag t
The animal came up out of the pre frankly avowing a determination
or? to ride the first roll of
the surf, but
Charles "river basin and invaded an r.ot to reach a final vote until such
tl e second overturned us.
The next,
Fast Cambridge street, where it flop time as they have authentic aBsuranet
fifteen minutes we spent In lishin?.
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tii rough with three dry
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smashing the heavy glass. The pro"Our condition was now pathetic.
RHEUMATISM AND THE HEART.
prietor of the store, Isaac Friedman,
The photographic apparatus was wawho was counting his cash, left in a
Don't overlook the grave fact that
and
wrecked.
were
The
guns
terlogged
hurry, while the animal raised havoc rheumatism easily "settles In the
full of water and sand and In no
in the place.
heart," and disturbs the valvular acfor service. Our guaids wer3
A small squad of police reserves tion.
The cure consists In removing
diunk, and we were weak fYom twelve
tried to confine it in a packing box, the cause. Foley Kidney Pills so tone
fours of constant seasickness. The
Mid in a big sheet of canvas, but it up and strengthen tha kidneys that
heavy sea would not permit us to
smashed one and ate its way through they keep the blood free of poisons
VMbte
to
the sloop, and we were withlii
Writing
the other. Finally men from the Bos- and uric acifl crystals, that cause
and
half a mile of the main shrine and out- ton aquarium lassoed it and sent it rheumatism, swollen Joints, backache,
Adding
i cst of the Tuloom Mayas, a most hosto that Institution.
urinary irregularities and disturbed
tile tribe. It was a most serious
"A rare visitor in New Kngland heart action. Try them. The Capital
.
After looking soma time at
Pharmacy.
waters," one of the officials said.
ihe angry sea we decided to take our
chances with the Indians.
Wrecked and Among Cannibals.
"We proceeded
slowly along the
rocky bluff, cutting our way through
a dense growth of scrub palms and
Horny bushes, till we reached the
t.uter wall of the Tuloom ruins. This
v.Igantlc wall of masonry, enclosing a
space rectangular in form, with two
arms extending some six hundred feet
tack from the Bea, and connected by a
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"Within the large enclosed rect
angle the jungle is so' thick that one
i.iust cut his way wherever he goes,
except near the main castillo, where
the natives, who make constant excur
Bions to the temple on top of the pyramid, have cut away all vegetation.
"Moving about through this Jungle
is hard work at best. It is doubly
hard when you are expecting' to be at- -
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Washington, July 24. In reply to
Senator Brlstow's recent charges that
"
he had spent as much as $100 a day
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men for eacli regiment, and as the the privilege of the ballot were advoWon Tx)st Pet. ,ew Mexico militia is short . three cated today by Secretary Daniels of LAMAR'S INDICTMENT
Club
30
.670 ompanies. there was a slight com the navy department, speaking here
Denver
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BY GRAND JURY ANNOUNCED
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41
Des Moines t
.551: jiication in regard to government reg- at a luncheon in his honor.
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was
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that
It
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have
a
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Lincoln
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large
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New York, July 24. The indictin- IS
zens," he said, "generally well edu- ment of David Lamar, the Wall street
Omaha
45
.51(i Mexico National Guard should be
com
to
of
creased
extent
three
the
cated and well to do, who abdicate the
41
47
St. Joseph
.IS'
operator, on the charge of imperson39
49
.41"! panies, to be organized at the earli kingly right of suffrage. A way should
Topeka
an officer of the government for
ating
this
addition be required to make it easy for them
39
Sioux City
53
.i'V est possible date. With
of fraud, was announced topurposes
3fi
.3S: the New Mexico militia will be equal to vote and then require it of them
58
Wichita
United
States District Attorney
by
day
ito any of the western divisions and There is hardly an election
anywhere H. H. Marshall.
will also be composed of a full resH hi
the'eountry, outside of presidential
The indictment was found by the
ment.
where the Issue is not carried federal grand jury several days ago,
Lulonel E. C. Abbott in command of jura,
by a minority of the electorate."
but publication of it was withheld beNational League.
the First Regiment, New Mexico Na
not in this federal
cause Lamar
at
Chicago
Philadelphia.
tional Guard, which is located at Camp HEP. LEWIS SUPORTS
district at the time.
Pittsburg at New York.
McDonald, today received a letter from
ENLARGED PARCEL POST.
Mr. Marshall said that no attempt
Cincinnati at Boston.
ithe headquarters of the St. Louis
would be made to arrest Lamar, who
Washington, D. C, July 24.
St. Louis at Brooklyn.
at
Picture
company
Albuquer
Moving
Postmaster General Burleson is now in Washington, until ho returns
que to the effect that it had abandon- in his
BRIGHTEST MINOR LEAGUE STAR, AT BAT FOR FIRST TIME IN A MAJOR
LARRY CHAPPELLE,
extension of parcel to this district.
proposed
American League.
ed its plan to send a squad here to
LEAGUE GAME. SCHANG, OF THE ATHLETICS, CATCHING. PORTRAIT OF CHAPPELLE ABOVE.
Lewis,
No games scheduled.
make films. The company, some time tost service, representative
one of the authors of the parcel post pAILROAD GROWS VERY
run. Both attempts were scream-'thago, made arrangements with Colonel
f Bender's fast balls, driving It to
crafty Indian wanted to "get'' this
RESTIVE UNDER TRUCE.
...
American Association.
Abbott to use the camp grounds and law, today declared that sooner or
f
Jtube Oldring In left. Then he caught ing line drives, the slugger's delight
at
Milwaukee
Kansas
some
City.
of the soldiers in a scenario later the government must take over
411
7
1117 llt'lU lyl!ClLllJGllt7
luun Ull
Twice Bender
New York, X. Y
a sharp curve and sent it to deep
fanned him, but fnd made a peach of a throw into the
July 24. The
which it was preparing. Las Vegans, the transportation of all parcels up to
ICO pounds.
truce between the eastern railroads
many of whom have never seen movcenter, where Walsh grabbed it after Bender fans the best of them. And infield for an assist.
contended and their conductors
and trainmen
Representative Lewis
ing pictures in the process of making,
will be disappointed to know that the that under the law the postmaster pending attempts to adjust labor
National League.
continued today, but the emgeneral has complete authority to inmovio men are not coming.
the contest for the Dwight V Davis
Two singles matches are to be
FINALS IN WORLD'S TENNIS
York game
Pittsburg-Nepost- crease the weight limit on parcel post ployers showed that they were grow13.
lawn
M- poned; rain.
CHAMPIONSHIP SATURDAY. international
.tennis
trophy, played on Kriday. Maurice
r.iialnaca "anil tia oaaallail ttia
llia ing restive.
Wimbledon, England, July 24. The which is to be fought out between claughlin, of San Francisco, Is drawn
CIVIL SERVICE STILL
fcr the,r support of the express com- - ' The delay in settling terms of arbi- c
committee of
ar
Lawn Teij- - teams of the United States and Eng- against J, C. Parke, while R. Norris
r.r,KiQiii
.
rppvice
Brooklyn-StIjouis game postponed;
pauis in upiiuBiug jruniuutcHcr vxeiitri- t ;atfoh7 they say, is costing the union'
'
Williams, of Philadelphia, is drawn rain.
ins association today arranged the or- - land, tomorrow, .Saturday and
a! Burleson.
$S0O0 a da$. The men said today that
C.
A
der of play in the challenge round of
P.
Dixon.
against
large
Washington, D. C, July 24.
'SVJi
they were not satisfied with the conChicago Philadelphia game post- - number of nominations of consular WILY TURK REPLIES
cessions made yesterday by the rail-loto
the
transmitted
be
will
officers
poned.
TO BULGARIA'S PROTEST.
managers.
senate in a few days. Just before the
UGLIEST WOMAN ON EARTH, MOST GRACEFUL ONE AND THE MOST TEMPERATE ONE TO
Constantinople,
Cincinnati-BostonJuly 24. The Ottooffice
President
of
;
close of his term
rain.
Taft nominated a number of consuls. man government is replying today to INDIANAPOLIS PITCHER
DANCE THEIR WAY ACROSS OUR COUNTRY !
the Bulgarian protest against Turkey's
.SOLD TO SAN FRANCISCO
Although they were for the most part
violation of the treaty of Lonalleged
MILWAUKEE'S
the
within
service,
simply promotions
Indianapolis, Ind July 24. George
claims that the advance of the
they failed of confirmation because of don,
Kaiserling of the Indianapolis AmeriGOLFER
the refusal of the Democratic senators Turkish troops was impelled by Bul- can Association club pitching staff, has
'
CROWDS EVANS to act on any nominations in the clos- garian atrocities.
been sold to the San Francisco Pa;;'--- '
-It expresses the hope that Bulgaria cific Coast team, according to Maning days of the previous administratv ill recognize the reasonableness of
ager Mike Kelley. Kaiserling is a
Chicago, July 21 "Ned" Allis, Mil- ion.
of Adrianople good but erratic pitcher.
Turkey's
in
includes
sent
to
now
be
The list
waukee, star golfer, was three up on
and will help to restore friendly rela-- t
Kelley also announced the purchase
Champion "Chick" Evans at the end many of the names contained in the
ons, by a display of similar pacific of Geo. Norton, a young
third round of the Western Amateur slate which failed of confirmation,
to
Sfntiments
those
animating from the Hastings club of the Nebrasthough, owing to a few deaths and
championship at, Homewbod today.
;
ka State League. Norton has been the
rear- Turkey."
Evans was not up to his usual great resignations, a considerable
sensation of the Nebraska league all
game, especially in putting and his rangement of the list has been made
season, although it is his first profesSEVEN BLOWN TO PIECES
half iron work, but Allis' play was necessary.
WHEN DYNAMITE EXPLODES sional ball. He will report to the Insensational at times. The champion
It is said that the late will be the
5.
apparently was disconcerted by the first demonstration of the purpose of
Montreal, July 24. Seven men were dians August
which the the president to continue the applica- blown to pieces today by the explosion
unexpected
opposition
It will not pay you to watte your
youthful Milwaukeean presented to his tion of civil service principles in the of a ton of gunpowder at the plant of
inarch to 1913 honors, and disappoint- consular service, as many of the of the Canadian Explosive Company at time writing out your legal forms
ed his supporters among the hunj-red- s ficers named for promotion are either Beloiel. Pieces of brick and wood when you can get them already print
ed at the New Mexican Printing con
in the gallery.
Republicans or of unknown political fell a mile away. The cause of the ex'
Allis' play on the fourth hole was affiliations.
pan.
unknown.
is
,
plosion
one of the features of the tournament.
At that stage, when a few Inches from
the hole, Allis drove the champion's
WHOSE HUSBAND WAS
ball beyond the cup and dropped his MRS. RAYMOND BELMONT.
own into it. On the eighteenth Evans
HONEYWUUW
KIDNAPPED AFTER EIGHT-DA- Y
missed a thirty foot, putt by but a few
NEW METHOD
INUENTS
DAD.
MILLIONAIRE
inches.
. Allis was six up after 23 holes.
He
OF
won four of the first five in the afternoon round.
Allis won the match against Evans,
New York, July 24. Mrs. Raymond sists in wearing a boy's bathing suit
four up and three to go.
of the regular feminine attire, i
Belmont, who gave Broadway its 1912 instead
Mrs.. Belmont and her chum, Mrs.
son
of
sensation by marrying the
Alan Langress, wife of a magazine
ALLEGED CROOKED DRIVING
August Belmont writer, are practicing at Keansbur,?,
PUNISHED AT BUFFALO
while she was still a chorus girl at N, J., where they have taken a bungaBuffalo, N. Y., July 24. Driver the winter garden and by subsequent- low. They lounge about the porch all
Childs, of Leita J., winner of the 2:14 ly trying to recover him from his kid- day in the new garb, much to the wonat- der of the neighbors.
pace, the first event on the card of naping parent, has corraled fresh
Mrs. Belmont has never been able
"
the Grand circuit at Fort Erie yester- tention this summer. She has Inventday afternoon was lined $250 and the ed the ilatest and most daring method to recapture her society husband from
from
judges declared all pools off on the of "keeping cool" that the Atlantic his father, and she announces
the front porch at Keansburg that she
i
race.
The Assessor and Blue Line seaboard has yet witnessed.
This method is quite simple. It con is going to "get a wad of alimony."
were made equal favorites in the race
ABOVE, LADY CONSTANCE
and Geers, with The Assessor,
TO pools
THE GRACEFUL;
won the first heat handily. Blue Line
The
AND
UGLY."
RIGHT, "POLATRE,
captured the second heat from The
TO LEFT, THE TEMPERAMENTAL Assessor. The third heat went to The
Assessor, with Blue Line and Leita J.,
HOFFMAN.
following closely. Leita J., then capi
v
tured the fourth, fifth and sixth heats.
i
Driver Childs was called Into the
New York, July 24. "Gest's Gor- two years ago, advertised as the pos- tion's principal art centers will begin stand and the judges announced the
sessor of the ugliest face and the early in the fall
fine and declared off the pools,' claimgeous Gslaxy of Grace and Goose-flesh- " smallest waist known
to the Parisian
ing that the driver did not try in the
there's a line for a billboard.
to tour 'the early heats.
N'azimova's ambition
stage. Her specialty is one of those
And yet Morris Gest probably won't interesting little dances In which a world, playing in the language of each
The feature event of the card, the
use it ijle'H just call his new tour- gentleman wearing a cap and a neck- country she visits, is to be reaJizel King George V. stake, worth $10,000,
to
in
announceerchief
the
for 2:16 trotters, was won in straight
part, according
wraps her around
ing combination "The International his neck alternately
and slams her down on the ment from the Charles Frohman of beats by the Lexington mare, Tenara,
TrpsichoSsean Trio," or something floor.
fices,
driven by Benyon. Tenara' was an
commonplace and easy like that
Hoffman has been under Gest s
She is to tour in "Bella Donna," outside in the pools.
.; as much as her tem- - until the first of the year, after Which
Some telo; some galaxy; Gest's new! management,
perament would permit, for several (she and Her company w ill sail for L. E. PINKHAM
troupe. Pirst, Polaire, French dancer, seasons.
TO
When William Hammerstein i Sydney, X. S. W. There a tour will
ihn wears few clothes; second. Ger-BE GOVERNOR OF HAWAII
mirin Hnffman. American dancer, who imported
Lady Constance, several begin in which she will visit Au
Washington, D. C, July 24 Presiwears fewer; third, Lady Constance weeks ago, Gest conceived the idea of tralia, South Africa, England, Italy,
combination. France and Germany, playing in the dent Wilson today nominal ?"1 d. E.
English .dancer, starring the
There is to be a supports vaude-- vernacular in each country visited. Pinkham of Hawaii to be governor W
who wears fewer.
KEEPING
IIawai.
;
seen in this country ville company, and a tour oil the na- - The trip will extend into 1915.
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d) necure from Governor PriiiOH '.icr- uiiKsion to locate the stand
thei :..
This was r;ono, then came lhe trip
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5 Room
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Price $3,800
Price 2,500
Price 3,000
Price 4,800
Price 5,000
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BONDS

Phone, 189
1 1

9 San

Francisco St.,
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LOANS

125 Palace A vet

GO,

l

Special Prices in All Departments.

ARTISTS ARRIVE
TONIGHT FOR
FRIDAY'S CONCERTl
Miss Gertrude Coneaniion of Kan
sas City and Mrs. Ada l'ierce-Winof
Albuquerque, the two musical artists
who will appear tomorrow evening in
tlie musicals to be given by Hie Woman's club for the belief! of the child's
welfare department, will arrive this
re- evening according to messages

fam-ilia-

MH CLMCE SIE
We Save You Meney Buying During This Saio at Our Store.
210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,

INSURE

PHONE 180

WITH

HAVWARD AND REST CONTENT.
visitor today.
figure to modern Santa Fe. Tn
,
T. I!. Longwell and wife of
'exact date of its construction- Is rot
are guests' at the l.)e Vargas.
As sole
we
known, but old timers are of the op'n-ioIra Cii'imshaw has returned from n
that it was there for at least (!'!
li'
I,, I"'"1 ll,e
It (o
ll.su,
111(11.
II1(.11- tlllU IK
l,, tl,,.
L. B. VickKov Home on
that city.
ceived today. .Miss Coneaniion during
scarcely a person of note in the comMrs
Raymond Stamin and Misn her stay in the city will be the guest
t Iv.il v vpppnt liiulnrv itf Vow Afnv.
Avenue,
mi
An in.
Kickey of Albuquerque, are guests at of Mrs. .Maude R. frost, while Miss
T itui tt it ifjuiui atiu u Mute, win, jiitt. Hie
is
you
Sanitarium.
Conrad will entertain Mrs. Winn.
inot been sheltered by that stand.
HOME in
Miss May liergere, who lias been
City. We will be glad to quote prices and terms.
Tlie ladies back of this movement
At any rate the stand which ha
been taken to pieces in sections w:ia visiting her parents here, has returne d to give a benefit concert for the establishment of a free clinic for the worthy
loaded on drays yesterday ready for to Denver.
Antonio lAieero, secretary of stale. mothers and children of
the haul to its supposedly final des- Santa Ke are
Rooms 8 and 9, Capital City Bank
Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
itinatioti of the place of Mayor T,opc-z-, 'is in Las Vegas today and will return meeting with great success in the sale
to
tomorrow.
this
city
ho planning to make a play house out
of tickets and from appearances now
IF
REAL
IT'S
ESTATE, HAV WARD HAS IT.
George E. Reniley, district attornev will have a record house tomorrow
of it for his children, when Prof. N'or
ton of the Business College, pussc-- i for tlie Kighth Judicial District, is in night. Tli in is as it should be aside
1ho city from C'iniarrcm.
from the worthy cause for which tlie
was UUUIMI.
(in
imiuueu vwiiuier
1 When told, the idea did not suit him. A. T.of Payne, of Denver,Kx a division entertainment is being given, the pro- - """
compress
Santa Fe at large couV head is the
gram tomorrow promises to he one
Jjiie thought
in the city today.
pany,
which will delight the soul of every
igei niuen gooa out ot me oia stanu
Mrs. M. Thornton returned yesterlyet, so securing a promise from tin
musically inclined person in the audi- J
day from a ten days' visit to the True once. Miss Coneaniion at the
A
t
it
piano'
i," i.. 1,
"e ir
( ;hoiir.
and Mrs. Winn in soprano solos, each 15
he hurried over to the chum- When
can
PERCOLATORS
you
buy
and CHAF1NO
Mrs. I arl Hishop anil Mrs. Leroy (). an artist in her line,
her of commerce, where lie found
promise a treat
DISHES run by electricity or alcohol? I have a fine
lames WV Norment, first vice pre'-- Moore returned today from a stay of .Santa Fe music lovers will not soon J
"
assortment of the Sterneau
Inferno," all high-grad- e
dent, and S. O. Morlev. He told his several days at the Valley Ranch
forget.
l.ee A. Harris, of the Forest service
chafing dishes, on which you can cook a
story and suggested that the stand
meai, and the percolators which will make a
jl,e placed on the tiptop of Fort Marcy headquarters at Tres I'iedras, arrived
Subscribe for the Santa F. ?ew
cup
of most delicious coffee in a few
the city, where future in the city last evening for a. short Mexican, theoverlooking;
minutes.
paper that boosts ail
concerts might be held, as well as fur Slav here.
the time and workB for the upbuild
H.
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
VONTZ,
jr.lsliing a resting place out of the sun
Leroy (). .Moore leaves tiiis evening tag of our new Stat''
rain for Ihose who climb the hil'. for Denting, where as assistant U. S.
so Attorney he will appear in the prosewas imperative,
Quick action
Messrs. Norment and Morley saw cution of a white slave case.
Mayor Lopez, who readily agreed to
John D. V. Veeder, of Las Vegas,
.iii-nviiiip i.rniritlMl. Inr .
turn the stand over to them for the an attorney and
,1
C'"'J
nil ltrtimtV
prominent Democrat
mctalllcWV
SiD he had paid the contractor for It.
xwn
hitu i, tie RIM.un. V
of San Miguel county, is in the citv
at the same time falling in heartily for a two
on business.
days'
stay
with the Men of rtntHnp- if nn fivrr
Mr. and Mrs. Richard fiyrd
and
W years kr..,w as liest. Saftrt. Alw'nCi Vvii.it.
-- .SHIP BV flRlir.f.jSTS EVEBVIUHE
j i;e next uiing in oruer v .'is Mrs. Kingsbury, who have been visitiaii:.y.
W. A. WILLIAMS, - - PROPRIETOR.
ing in this city for several weeks, left
in
Okla
home
for
this
their
'S. N
Every Woman homa morning
City.
Is Interested nnd should
Mrs. W. (I. Hope and Miss Hope
know about the wonderful
THE
and
Mrs. Hugh Cooper and .1.
Lines.
ReMarvel
in tho city yesterday en-were
Cooper
uoucne route home from several weeks
a
This
is
new
to
place
Rigs you
spent
eat, and will prove a
on the upper Pecos,
SADDLE POMES.
TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.
PROMPT SERVICE.
E. A. Camp and wife and H. U.
delightful surprise to
H. If he cannot
Phone
139.
310
San
Francisco
the MARVEL.
Clean
St.
and
and wile and their families, are)
everybody.
jtamp
acoept no other, but
in t lie city on a sightseeing
tour, 'y
wholesome food and
send stamp for book.
Marvel Co.. 44 E. 23d St.. H.T.
traveling by motor from their home
the best service asat San Gabriel, Texas.
Come and get
sured.
Filadelfo Baca,, assistant sUperln- acquainted withSanta
tendent of public instruction, return' d y
Fe's New Restaurant.
last evening ironi tit Kito, wiiere tie
Large, airy and comhad attended the teachers' institute
fortable rooms in conwhich closed there yesterday.
nection. All the modX. F. LaSuer and... wife arrived tn
ern improvements.
the cily yesterday enroute home to
Can
You Money. .',
Albuquenjue after several weeks spent
THE
in touring northern Xew Mexico and
Telephone a
Order.
214 J.
southern Colorado. Mr. La Suer is in
West Side of Plaza,
Sell for
Buy
the insurance business in AlbuquerSANTA FC.
NEW UCXICO
"
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
The Best That Can be Bought I que.W. H.
-:- WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
,,vS
Ilahn and wife of AlbuquerAT ANY PRICE
que, arrived in the city last evening
Guaranteed Pure, Clean and Wholesome.
weeks on the upper Pecos.
Take no chances on either from four
They are the guests at the Nuding
IIIIIIKIIIIIIIIIsll
when a small amount will give home and brought with them enough
that
the
protection
you
you
of the finny tribe for a delightful fish
need, and when you do use insupper.
surance get the best, as it is
Marcelino Orliz, county clerk, left, FACUNDO ORTIZ, OWNER
M. O'CONNELL,
- - 116
the cheapest, and
yesterday for Uattle Creek, Mich., for
a month's stay. The office will be
Celso
Ortiz.
Driver,
ALWAYS SEE
io charge of Deputy Clerk Ed Safford
Courteous and Prompt Treatpnd Judge of Probate Alarid will be
i i attendance at the
probate office.
ment Accorded All.
At an informal bridge party last
Office United States Bank Building
evening, Dr. and Mrs. J, A. Rolls en- 3
(FIRST PLOOH)
tertained a number of their friends at
5
who has purchased the Insur
their beautiful home. Auction was tlie
DISTRIBUTOR OF
ance Business of the L. A. form of entertainment, and as all were
Harvey Agency. Strong lines. good players, some interesting congood companies, good protection tests resulted. A most enjoyable eveBUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
ning is reported.
Mrs. Karl V. Greene on her afterManufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
noon at home yesterday, had as her
water.
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
guest, Mrs. Lee Miller, and during the
TELEPHONE 35 J
afternoon more than fifty of the ladies
Sant8 Fe New
GO. of Santa Fe called and were presented
to Mrs. Miller. Mr. and Mrs. Miller,
to reside here indefinitely,
Where Quality Governs the Price who expect
have bought the Grimshaw house on
and Price the Quality
Palace avenue, and will be at home
there in a few weeks.
UNTIL THE CANNING
Cy. Woodman of Xew York, a news
SEASON IS RIGHT UPpaper woman of the big metropolis,
spent yesterday in the city enroute to
ON YOU TO BUY YOUR
Miss Woodman
the Grand Canyon.
who has seen various and sundry
FRUIT JARS. GET EAR
phases of life in Xew York, decided
that notwithstanding the broadening
LY AND BE SURE OF
experience she would cross the contiGETTING THE PROPER
nent once, and set out lo motor across.
An attack of appendicitis in Colorado
WE HAVE A
SIZES.
rendered her unable to finish her tr'p
in the motor, so she had to continue
LINE IN
COMPLETE
cn the cars. She spent the day sightseeing, but reported to the Xew Mex. mm
ican that she had been unable to he
Denver,
$21.10 Colorado Springs, $18.15
shown through San Miguel church al- lOW in
Are nOW
16.35 Salt Lake, Ogden, 40.00
inougn sne says sue rang ine Den
Pueblo,
will be
there time and again.
Mrs. Louise Roy left yesterday for
51.85 St. Louis
Chicago.
47.35
a four weeks' vacation in Denver and
WE ARE RECEIVING DAILY SHIPMENT the east. Mrs. Leo Hersch and Mrs.
51.85 Buffalo, N. Y., . . 66.45
St. Paul, . .
Stlne accompanied Mrs. Roy as far as
Do not delay, as they will
Lamy in the Hersch automobile ntt
Rubber RinS
York, . . . 78.85 Atlantic City, . . 79.35
soon be off the market.
,toe Plaz at the wheel. The party left
iold EaancUd Cap H
On sale daily June 1st to Sept. 30th. Return limit, October
OF at 3:30 in the afternoon just as the
DAILY SHIPMENTS
WE ARE RECEIVING
3 1 t, except that to points east of Chicago and St. Louis
regular train pulled out and arrived
FOR HOME CANNING
at Lamy ahead of the train. The
return limit is 60 days from date of saleSTEAMBOAT
Meats
party was then entertained at the Kl
SPRINGS
Crtiz by Mrs. Roy with a bounteous
Fish
LOS ANGELES,
feast. The trip was greatly enjoyed
SAN FRANCISCO,
Left-Ovecame
all.
from
Mrs.
Stine
SAN DIEGO,
by
OAKLAND,
day before yesterday with her
Vegetables
On sale daily, June 1st to
1913. Return limit, October 31st, 1913
30th,
Sept.
CANTALOUPES, children after a few
WATERMELONS,
days' visit witl
SPECIAL EXCURSIONS
Mr. Stine who is at work at that
NATIVE PEACHES, APRICOTS,
MraM,TM..!trkbt
LOS ANGELES,
SAN FRANCISCO,
place.
ETC.
PLUMS, ETC.,
SAN DIEGO,
OAKLAND,
If a substitute Is offered you for Keeps them perfectly forever
with
Dates of sale, June 30, July 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. Return limit, August 31st.
original flavor
Foley Kidney Pills, it means a cheaper medicine is pressed upon you for
color
Also on sale August 22, 23,24,25, 26, 27,28. 29. Return limit, Oct. 22,1913.
the dealer's profit, not for yours. Air-Tigg
SUMMER TOURI5T RATES
GO. Foley Kidney Pills may cost the deal- Wide Mouth
KAUNE
H,
No Zinc Cap
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Composed of Men Well Known for
the Success Which They Have Attained

Fishing in its prime. The Pecos River the best trout
stream in the Southwest. The Valley Ranch offers the
best accommodations and best location for fishing.
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$r Booklet

Free on Request

R.

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

THE VALLEY RANCH,

" All of Today'o Newo Today

In Business and Banking Matters.
and who, in all their transactions, follow methods that are
CONSERVATIVE and at the same time JUDICIOUSLY PROGRESSIVE. The wisdom of the policy which they outline for the Bank is evidenced by the soundness
and steady growth of the Institution.

DIEECTOES :

J. FALEN,

S.

ARTHUR SELIGMAN,

J.

SPIT,

G. SCHUMANN.

L.A.HUGHES,

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE
:
:
$250,000.00
Capital, Surplus and Profits, : :
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THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.
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THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.
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down in the quantity and not in the ed. This is a sorry statement to killed when
have to make as illustrating Socorro's
portions of his clothing, to make five year proof, to establish
The United States can justly pause for some time yet before they actual- quality class.
Gradually this will
his eyeglass case and several coins claim to the land above described,
ly send troops into Mexico and start a war. There would be little enthusiasm rectify itself, of course, as people come idea of progress, so perhaps the leds
were found in the vicinity. But a before U. S. Commissioner, John Al
felt in this country over a resort to force of arms In this case. The general and see us as we are, but It Is so said the better. Socorro Chieftain.
searching party late tonight discover exander at Schenectady, N. Y., and
The Currency Bill.
feeling is that the real object would, after all be but protecting and fightini? much easier to tear down than to build
to protect the big interests of this and other nations, and big interests up, and people are prone to believer
The currency bill vhich has been ed him in a clump of bushes a mile that, of her witnesses before the reg
are just at this time, not in good standing with the mass of the American me worst rattier tnan the best, so we tnfrnrinnoH in wv, kniiua of rmm.i,tronl ttie scene of the explosion, un- - ister and receiver, Santa Fe, N. M.,
to remember what had
happened. on August 11, 1913.
people.
are forced now to enter upon a cam- is being discussed in every town and l!lbIe
Claimant names as witnesses:
There has been some suspicion cast upon its methods and intent. It has paign of education as to our capabil- hamlet in the land. . The thing that nc
pracucany uninjured.
and
Debris was scattered for several
E. M. Fenton, W. H. itogers, Wln- to entertain as well as our capacity puzzles so many Is that the bill deals
appeared in the light of looking alone after its own selfish interests,
ity
has not taken into consideration, to any great extent, the interests or the to do so. We must tell the Westguaril with our greatest problem in such a miles, and the detonation was felt for fred Bletcher, all of Jemez Springs,
a
to
a
not
extent,
awaken
does
This
any
great
great distance.
welfare of the people at large.
N. M., and W. Garnett, of Senorlto,
to come and see before thev simple and efficient way. While it
The average man does not people
The men were packing rockets .n N. M.
patriotic feeling or a very enthusiastic one. for
out their next book of informa- t'ikes the power of controlling our
get
of
mere
prothe
the factory when the explosion occur-ed- .
purpose
care particularly to take the chances of war,
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
finances absolutely out of the hands
cor- tion.
They were burned severally.
tecting or saving another man's property or the interests of great
Good Work.
cf even the influence of Wall street,
Register.
porations.
The suggestions contained in the re- it nevertheless will prove a great
n
It will not pay you to waste your
It will not pay you to waste your
port of the prize committee of the blessing to our banks and will through
A Delaware man, aged 91), died from eating huckleberry pie. Well, the cnamber
of commerce offer some them prove a great blessing to ah time wrting out your legal forms time writing ont your legal forma
then.
old gentleman died rery pleasantly,
when yoa can get them already print- when you
mighty good material for thinking. legitimate business enterprises, and
n
get them already printed
ed at the New Mexican Printing com- at the New Mexican
This
Idea
Fe
of
a
Santa
of
will
more
archi
banks
V.
a
in
the
is
God's
Printing Com-psa"rosebush
style
John
completely
place
garden."
A Cleveland minister says that
.
tecture is a genuinely appealing one under the control of the government pany.
John must have lifted a mortgage on the church.
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BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival
the north bound train and arrive at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hacks and food
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Team
furnished commercial man to take In
the surrounding towns. Wire Embudc
station.
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INSURANCE
Fire,

Life, Accident

Plate aiass, Etc.

Etc,

REAL ESTATE
City Property, Farms

Ranches, Orchards
Grants, Etc

Land

Surety

Bonds

J"t

...

"Fixit Shop"

'

Of

All Kinds.

Telephone 194 W., Room
LAUGULIN

SANTA FE

-

BUILDING,

NEW MEXICO

'

j

j
'

j
j

1

i

extra-hazardou- s

1

s

2

4

1--

2

1--

4

4

NOT ENTHUSIASTIC.

j

4

4

2

1-- 2

4

2

4

2

j

2

1-- 4

1--

1-- 2

PLANT

j

1--

4

2

Spanish-America-

4

Where
Shall We
Go This
Summer?
Upon the correct answer to this
question will depend much of
the pleasure of your outing.
Why not avail yourself of the
assistance of the undersigned,
one of the Santa Fe's summer
tour specialists? His help will
cost you nothing, but you will
find It invaluable.

1--

4.

4

4

4

-

4

4

2

4

4

1-- 2

1--

.

f.

Why Not Visit
Colorado,

Grand

Cali-

Canyon,

fornia, the Northwest Chicago,
Adlrondacks, the Northern Lake
Regions, or the Atlantic Coast
Resorts this summer?

Complete

U

Information

about

summer fares and train service,
etc., sent promptly, If you
H. S. LUTZ, Afent,

SANTA P

!.

NEW MEXICO

SkWik
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In Girlhood

Womanhood
OK

RTivnivRnnnn

a gentle

cathartic

The women who have used

Pierc's Favorite

Dr- -

will tell
-Prrsrrintinn
VVll
J

that it freed them from nam
neiped tnem over paintuj penods in
their life and saved them many a day
of anguish and misery. This tonic, in
liquid form, was devised over 40 years
ago for the womanly system, by R.V.
Pierce, M. D., and has been sold ever
since by dealers in medicine to the
benefit of many thousand women.
Now if you prefer you can obtain Dr.
Pierce's Favorite Prescription tablets at
your druggist at $1 per box. also in 50c

Assist Nature
now and then,
with

r

tiling In the house was consumed.
Mr, Alewlne Is an Industrio.is. hard
vorking .voting man who has heeu ;i
resident of Carlsbad since littlo more
than u hoy, and who was jimt now getting started after numerous lianknets.
He had only recently purchased the
property and had not finished paying
for it, although there was prohnhly
enough Insurance on the bulidhijX to
pay out. An insurance was altii) carried on the lious'tlin.ld goods, wii'ili
were a total loss.
Kind friends offered the hospitality
of their homes to the little family and
of sympathy
for
many expressions
them was heard on every hand.
Mr. Alewine thinks it may be feari-- i
tie to make a couple of the rooms
habitable at no great expense which
he will probably do. The origin of
the fire Is unknown.
on the household
The insvnince
poods was .$"0O and $1,000 on the
Iiouso Carlsbad Current.

Dr.
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COULD SCARCELY

MASONIC.

Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.

FOR UK.N'T A three nr six room
Regular communi- l'.i.use furnished or unfurnished. Ap-cation flrt Monday
y to I). S. Lowltzki.
of each month at

WALK ABOUT
And For Three Summers Mrs.

Vin- - Del'eve I would have died if
taken it.

cent Was Unable to Attend to

After

I

Wants

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

1

hadn't

1

cms

HaJJ
Masonic
at
FOR SALE New Majestic kitchen
7:30.
I'sed three weeks. Hargai i
i.inge.
E. It. PAUL, W. M.
LLVNEY.
(r cash. Address J. O. Box 515.

Secretary.

was
began taking Cardui,
greatly helped, and all three bottles relieved me entirely.

furnish-- '
ROOMS F0R MKN-Ne- wly
Santa Fe Chapter No
and airy, shower bain, use of
l'fcht
1, R. A. M.
Regular '
' Robinson, corner
convocation
second li,)r''irv- Mrs- A- Ealld
JnuB0l'hone 270 J.
G,'u,u
of
each month
Monday
fattened up, and grew so much
ate liver and
,
at Masonic Hall a(
Pleasant Hill, N. C "I suffered for
bowels. Be sure
7:30 p. in.
FOR RENT neuutiful
stronger in three months, I felt like annew brick
three summers," writes Mrs. Walter other
you get what
J. A. MASSIB,
house, modern, 8 rooms, bath, range,
person altogether."
size or send SO one cent stamps to Dr.
you ask for.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN",
V.
Vincent, of this town, "and the third and
H. p, shades, nice yard, garage, finest loca-tieR. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y. for trial box.
Cardui is purely vegetable and gentle-actin- g.
southeast corner of capitol. Geo.
Secretary.
last time, was my worst.
Its ingredients have a mild, tonic
,M. KinseJI.
I had dreadful nervous
headaches and
Santa Ke Commanflery
effect, on the womanly constitution.
prostration, and was scarcely able to
No. 1, K. T. Regular; SITUATION WANTED
By
Cardui makes for increased sfrength,
,
walk about. Could not do any of my
fourth
experienced lady stenographer,
OIL
the
tones
nerimproves
appetite,
day in each month at English and Spanish. Will go
up the
ARE FLOURISHING housework.
Hal! at 7:30 where in New Mexico. Have own
vous system, and helps to make pale,
I also had dreadful
in
back
pains
my
n''machine. Will substitute for others
sallow cheeks, fresh and rosy.
and sides and when one of those weak,
WESLEY O. CONNER, J It E. C. taking vacation.
A Rough Experience.
CHARLES A. DINSMORE.
Ability, New
Injury To Eye.
Cardui has helped more than a million
B, GRIFFIN, Recorder.
Dave Cartwright was the victim of
:i.n.
Artesia, X. M., July L'4. There Is a sinking spells would come on me,
Two automobillsts from Texas on
weak women, during the past 50 years.
a serious accident Saturday while he their way to El Paso had a very ex- - great deal of activity at the Belt well would have to give up and lie
down,
It will surely do lor
was working In the shops. While
aania !
car- WANTED Railroad
Loage or rer- bridce
you, what it has
citing experience and no one here now, with new standard rig being in- until it wore off.
fection No. 1, 14th
de-working on a heavy piece of steel a knows yet how things ended.
B. M. stalled, and with everything on tho
Mexican
laborers
for
done
for
punters.
them.
Cardui
Try
I was
today.
certainly in a dreadful state of
Ancient and Ac--! road work. All kinds of help waited
mall chip penetrated his left eye. He Paxton at the EK ranch was called ground for bringing In the oU etc
W rite to:
Chittinooja Medicine Co., Ladle'
v an taken to Raton, where bis eye was 'up OI1 the
I
etc.
sucker
rods,
Tha
when
cepted Scottish Rile or and furnished.
to
decided
Ing,
health,
an
from
parkprs,
finally
Call, phone, or
unoccupied
try
phone
Depu l.hatianoitfa. Jnn.. tor Sjtfciul ,,.
on your case and M
He suffered Ranger station way down in the Gua- - worK is in cnarge or tiobert Bain, ft,: Cardui, the woman's
Masonry meets on! dress Livesav and Caldwell, second
treated by specialists.
"Home
faje
tonic, and J firmly teaimcni for Women,"
seni in plain wrapper.
the third Monday of each month atifioor. Cauital Citv Dank buildine.
50 miles
from 'experienced driller, formerly with the
pevere" oalns but it is learned that they jjalupe mountains,
7:30 o'clock in the evening in the New (Phone 02 J.
alley Oil and Cas compnnvHe wilt Weed, The men were lost, and with- - Pcob
.oino- at this writing.
j
Cathedral.
This is one of the deepest wells in
Scottish
,
Rite
Visiting
uturn to his &U' at the shP8 f!out water and food for twenty-foursands should be reached within ISO pie. and as a very large percentage vragons are cordiflllv invited tn ntlenrl
i:!oo
over
N'ews.
and
the
there
feet,
I TrtWHI I
hours.
district,
had
"tm,trrop
left Hope and tool;
tiie near future.
They
tna
so if there be no delays occas jof the native citizens of New Mexico '
feet;
E. C. ABBOTT, 32,
the wrong road. Their water gave out ai e 2 feet Of oil sand. There has boa ioned by further water this oil well are
Cleaned, adjusted ana reoalrefl. Now
engaged in both agricultural and
Venerable Master. platens furnished.
no
auto-- ! constant production here of three bnr- - will
food.
had
Ribbons and sub- and
Their
Good.
they
be brought in during August it livestock
Tomato Crop
education along CHAS. A.
raising,
Secy.
oil
WHEELON,
with
the
of
this
rels
sold,
daily,
coming
plies.
too
Typewriters
mobiles
exchcangej
some
wanted
water,
the latest. Major Lovejoy today told tleBe lines should be made a particu,A. A. Scott, of AmarlUo, traveling
iand tented. Standard makes handled'
they artesian water flow of 000 gallons pe' me that lie would go ahead with all lar feature of the fair. I believe, also,
for the Santa Fe Refrigerator Abandoning their automobiles
A" repair work and typewriters guar- B. P. O. E.
footed it, but always further from a minute. The owners will ease out th possible vigor, because he Is inter- that
especial attention should be paid
Despatch, was here this week looking
'anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Ex
and bring in the oil, The pack- ested in
water
Te
Santa
LodgeNo
reached
and
they
In
settlement,
finally
this Martin well, to poultry. An exhibit, of babies, or
results
over crop conditions with a view to
P. O. B. .Change, Phone 231 W.
a er will be lowered to a few feet below
4ti0, B,
later shipments. He visited Sunny this Ranger station only tono findfood. the water stratum, where It will set for with tho bringing in of the oil tl baby show, can be made a very pop
"
Its
holds
and
regular
but
water,
there the field will be proven. Me also ular feature, and premiums should be
Slope farm, three miles west of town, telephone
session on the secSALESMEN SALESMAN OR MiL'.i
E. M. Paxton for aid the with casing on top, so that the full stated that operations on the Alms and
Summoning
most
the
and
offered for
and pronounced it the best he had
baby,
ond
fourth At! E.N'T calling on retail trade i'l
and
their distance, and as flow will come up on the outBide of the the Terry leases would be forwarded should be under the perfect
most strict mediseen anywhere. The tomato crop, he little realized
cf each Santa Ke or nearby territory, to se'l
Wednesday
not know their location he casing; and then the oil will (low to with all speed, so that, these well.'
did
he
cal supervision as to the method of
was something wonderful, and
VI 1 It lng large line Cotton Fabrics on enmmis-hrother- s
month.
them in touch with Ranger Messer the surface within the casing, which ought to come in shortly.
On these
l.e estimated the cantaloupe crop at put
judgment. The work of the high an7i
inch.
are invit-'siofor mill direct. Prefer one win
Tlr; latter leases, however,
of their locality. in this instance will be
Informed
who
them
they are rotary
EflO crates per acre, which
schools of the state should also
he says. Thirty-fived and welcome.
has oilier lines. (Jive references. Admiles out of Hope, and ad- packer. Is four fet in length, the ex- tools, but these will be taken out and graded
nR vmpilasjze(j
is above the average. Mr. Scott was
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
dress Consolidated, care New Mexi-cvised them to hunt up something tint act size of the casing, and Into the tp mop
rig iane ineir places wnenever
r'tich pleased with the prospect in would hold water and
n.
"This is a sample," said Mr. Ely
Exalted Ruler,
hike for Hope per part the casing is screwed, whn they have
the
nrtesim
just passed
the Lakewood
country. Lakewood as fast as strength would allow. The it is sent down to the proper place
H.
C.
this
WILSON
"of
the
that
letters
morning,
stratum; for it is easier to get correct em
Progress.
CALIFORNIA PROPERTY.
man phoning stated that his name was and secured by expansion of the lower log of the well with the
Secretary.
getting from all over the state.
drop than
Hall. Whether they reached Hope or portion. Then pressure is brought to the rotary rig, and after the water There is more widespread interest in
Any one contemplating coming to
j
Adopts Conduit System.
what became of them is not yet known bear on it. The upper half of the stratum is passed everything in the the state fair this year than ever beSanta Fe Gamp California to reside, and wishing to
acre or up
packer, it must be remembered, is of hole is most
the outlook is promising for
and
H. J. Hagerman, fol- here, Cloudcrofter.
fore,
13514
M. W. A 'ptirehase a home with
to
oil
men.
heavy rubber so when the pressure Judge Lovejoy interesting
meets second Tues- !t'an Kav' r"on,,y hy addressing me as
lowing the policy of water conserva-t'ois the gamest nan who tiie largest, the most representative,
is put on from above this rubber ex has
Ilavf' several properties for Bale on
methods of
and most
dav each month, so-iyet entered this field, for he has and the most educative lot of exhibits
Four Year Old Boy Shot Brother.
filling in all interstices and forwarded all these
pands,
(Mat have ever been displayed in New
conduit
the
third easy terms. All are in Los Angeles
cial
with
meeting
itrigation, has adopted
operations
On the afternoon of the lGth, the
completely closing out whatever flow his
Hon. Jno. W. Mullens, of
nystem on a large scale on his farm
Tuesday at Fire- county, onoutthe best, electric car line
personal funds, and has never wav- Mexico.
son of Mr. and Mrs. T. M. there may be from above. And then,
of Los Angeles City.
Poswell, writes that 27 carloads ot
Hall. Visit- reaching
east of Roswell. A. F. Thorpe, qf the tar-olman's
been
have
ered,
many
though
attempts
shot and
the water being above the packer, U made to
Write me, stating what you desiro
him to hold off until the l.oney has been shipped out of the. ing neighbors welcome.
Arthur S. Bent Construction company, Murry, of this city months seriously
get
old baby; flows to the surface on the outside ot
his fifteen
and I will send you description with
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul.
other operators care to have the field Pecos valley this season, amounting in
ol Los Angeles, Calif., has Just com- wounded
terms and location.
All have
Mr. Murry had the children the casing, while the oil from thuj
rother.
prices,
t
to
E.
value
conservaP,
A,
estimated
is
Clerk.
He
$31,000,
ROBINSON,
developed.
entirely independ
pleted the laying of 19,000 feet of this
abundance of water. Climate the very
the packer and ent, and states he shall
he
1 believe that, every county in
remain so,
tively.
conduit system on the Hagerman out at his claim near town where oc- sands go up throirgh
best. I have a. house in the city also
the casing to which the packer tfl atworking when the accident
F. W. FARMER with
farm. Mr. Hagerman is quoted as
Utile Is learned of tliy Devore well New Mexico that raises alfalfa should;
eight rooms, in good location, on
had left the tached. It is simple: but it is no simseems
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curred.
that
It
No.
be
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Homestead
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bees,
now getting double
that he
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a large lot. Chas. T. Alleman, Box
to properly set the pack;!', excepting that they are trying to set
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the
near
children
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a
thing
rifle,
,
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2879, Brother- ?,), Willowbrook, California.
the service from the same amount of
for if it but an inch too high or too n nncker and rnse nnt the wn.tpr. Thev
hobel of Amerl-- l
v ater that he did under the old ditch pone away for a moment to look after
have experienced much trouble here hibits this year at the fair will tell i
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t
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efficiency
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The
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some
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up
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boy
can Yoemen.
because of a crooked hole, but it Is wonderful story of the bee."
system. Artesia Advocate.
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water
with
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head
the rifle, and aiming at the baby's
e t g second The difference between "The Summer
understood that,
Mr. Ely will leave Denting shortly
been
have
means
been
made
at
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the
Girl" and "The Suif mer Woman."
The bullet entereo ery precaution
1 ulled the trigger.
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to obviate all this and brinp op a tour of the state, and will make
and fourth
Can't Find Him.
a "good
any adopted
While
the former is
above the eye, Belt well, however, to obviate
the
temple
just
right
in the well.
of the time" the latter is too having
addresses at all the important towns
A persistent rumor is abroad to the
often dragging
and passed through the front part of troubles of this kind; and probably
month
ot'
in
the
of
behalf
fair.
state
the
at
state
the
effect that "Chappo"
(Jose Hilario the brain, being checked by the skull within the month of August this will
around nervous, run down, tired out,
Fireman's Hall, with aching back fino weary limbs,
Pat II in ton, n real estate man of
f'andoval), of Roy, hks been missing above the left eye. The child was tak be another good oil well.
ELY
PRESIDENT
H.
Foreman.
K.
L.
Las Cnices, was here in his car yesBaca,
for the past three months and nothing en
Often it is
sleepless and wretched.
Judge Jno. Ixivejoy, head or tne
immediately to the Tucumcari hos
Cor. Sec. David GonzBles.
TAKES
is known of him. Friends have writ- terday.
kidney trouble not female trouble and
for treatment. Dr. Doughty at Pecos Valley Oil and Gas company
pital
Neblett was here yesterday
Pills are a direct and
tin various places to inquire for hifh f.rst thought that the bullet rested be- is here, and will remain until everyFAIR MATTERS or Judge
Santa Fe Lodge Foley Kidney
business connected with his office.
The
held for the condition.
lut can learn nothing of his where- neath the skin of the left temple, but thing is in good shape with the proppositive
No. 2, Knights
of
Some are talking of taking
abouts.
Capital Pharmacy.
an incision it was found erties. His company owns the Brown
upon
making
N.
Another
meets
24.
M.,
Iteming,
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The agonizing discomfort and sense
steps to search for blm and foul play to be within tho skull, having appar- well, a pumping producer in commerevery Second and
cial quantity. They are now installit'K lain fell in Periling last night, and a of Rllffnrntinn that, iinnnmnanv hnv
is hinted at. We have heard this
It is
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rumor frequently and it seems that The skull on the left side was broken
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well
gagj Ievlated by the use of Foley's Honey
the
the time has come when the matter
the new state.
o'clock p. m.
by the bullet and small portions of
should be made public. Should any the bone were removed. Brain tissues drilled for oil in the district all the showed .32 of an inch last night, and and Tar Compound. It has a soothIn
K.
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total
a
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Meeting
today, making
others have been for water. The Marour readers know of him it will be Oi zed from both sides of the head.
ing effect on the mucus linings, and
of P.
Hall over
tin hole is now down a few feet more last 24 hours of 1.84, and totaling for relievos
and tickling senn favor to Roy if you will advise the
the very serious nature of than S00. The artesian water stratum the month of July so far almost four gation Inthethegasping
Despite
Kaune's store.
throat
bronchial
and
S. A. Roy
ti e wound the child Is apparently get- has been
All
of the average an- tubes. The Capital Pharmacy.
passed through; the casing inches, or
NOTICE.
along well and has a fair chance set on the rock below and a smaller nual rainfall in the Mimbres valley.
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Knights are most
1 have
Cattiemen Organize.
this
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Tucumcari Sun.
ol recovery.
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been extensive
the
sands The rains
bit has been started
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merchandise at No. 304 San
general
HOTEL
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A.
ARRIVALS.
P.
HILL,
Tn this case no packer was necessarv,
the whole valley. The cattle men
cattle business in the vicinity of
Francisco street to Louis S. Lowitzkl
A. REINGARDT, K. of R. and S.
Destructive Fire.
for when the bit got some feet below are jubilant, and the farmers well
who will conduct the business in fumet at the court house last
in the water stratum
An alarm of fire was turned
the casing was pleased. The rains have so far missed
Montezuma.
ture.
Tuesday night and decided to call a Tuesday night at 8:30 o'clock, and cal- - lowered to the solid rock, where it w
FRATERNAL
Wr.
UNION
OF
S.
Mrs.
AMERICA,
been
have
the alfalfa cuttings, and
Hope, Albuquerque.
lieneral meeting of all the cattlemen led the
(Signed) MRS. JENNIE LOWITZKL
department to the Alewlne imbedded. Then a smaller bit was just in time to soak the beans and forMiss Hope, Albuquerque.
Lodge No. 2B!t, holds Its regular
in this county to be held at the court residence, formerly the old Cromer
each
on
of
on
end
of
the
the
and
first
.i age crops that have been planted.
the string,
Mrs. Hugh Coper, Albuquerque.
meeting
Thursday
put
It will not pay you to waste your
louse tn this city Saturday, July 2C, property, in the northwest part nf smaller
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m.
hole was begun to the depths.
J. Lester Cooper, Albuquerque.
Hon. Ralph C, Ely, president of the
time
for the purpose of organizing an as- the city.
writing out your legal forms
Thus the water is automatlca.'Iv
E. A. Camp and wife, San Gabriel, Visiting brothers are invited and welfrom
when you can get thera already printsociation
for the
come.
protection ani The familv of Mr. Alewine was ft brought to the surface outside the state fair commission, returned
Texas.
California this morning, and found a
ed at the New Mexican
Printing
mutual welfare of all persons engag-jthBENITO ALARID, President
H. II. Campand wife, San Gabriel,
pjcture show when the fire wan casing, and cannot get into the small-e- i.iass of correspondence awaiting him
Company.
in the above business. About two" discovered by Uge Mitchell, a neigh-je- r
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
hole, which also Is cased, for there
Texas.
hundred and fifty invitations to at- - oor wno turned in an alarm and then might be another water stratum, in pertaining to the business of the slat.!
Felton Camp, San Gabriel.
Work for the New Mexican. It is
tend this meeting have been sent out vainly endeavored to put out the fire which case the same method of elim fair. Mr. Ely announces the employMun-el- l
ODD FELLOWS.
Camp, San Gabriel.
for you, for Santa Fe and
working
to various parts of the county and if with the assistance of other neighbors inafing it will be gone through as was ment of the famous landscape archiNo. 2, I. O. O. F. the new state.
Mary Camp, San Gabriel.
of
David
Wilbur
California,
tect,
Cook;
with the first stratum. The new too's
you have failed to receive an invita- who soon arrived on the scene,
J. E. Brown,
Santa Fe Lodgt
Vegas.
t'.on. It is an oversight on the secre- - .The firemen made a good run and in uso at the rig are the most modern to lay out the 100 acres of fair
R. H. Beddow, Gallup, N. M.
meets
regularly
the
all
for
the plans
N. K La Suer and wife, Albuquerque.
tary's part and you are cordially in- - the water pressure was all that could made and cut through the hard rock grounds, draw
ited to be present, that is, if you are be desired, but the building being old lying between the water stratum and landings, walks, drives, etc., so that
In
Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting brothWalter Shaw, St. Joeseph, Mo.
the
Interested. Tucumcari News.
and dry, turned fiercely and every- - the oil sands very quickly. The oil when the same are completed,
A. T. Payne, Denver.
ers always welcome.
tout ensemble will have unity and co-- j
La Salle.
herence, and be a thing of beauty, a
Denver.
Antonio,
George
3
model for cities and villages of
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Bertha Puckett, Progresse, N. M.
state that aspire to park. Mr. Cook i?
Mrs. J. N. Castillo, Las Vegas.
p graduate of Harvard University and
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
Wr. It. Turner, Cowels.
belongs to the same school of Intii
Geo. Rims, Colorado Springs.
scape architects that Is beautLr.ug
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
George Harris, Valley.
Washington city and other municipalCity Attorney.
De Vargas.
&
ities of the east. Moat of Mr. Cook's
Capital City Bank Building,
C. J. Peterson, Topeka, Kan.
work has been done in California. He
8
Rooms
W. F. Bell, Denver.
is now at work on six miles of barren
TIME TABLE
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Lee A. Harris, Tree Piedras.
beach for A. G. Spaudlng, converting
Enas. Strawn, Alamosa, Colo.
Effective January 1st, 1913.
it into beaut'ful parks and gardens.
O. W. PHICHAKD,
Horace Harper, Artesia.
.
Counsellor-at-LawAnother work which Mr. Cook will
and
John D. W. Veeder, Las Vegas.
Attorney
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to condo while in New Mexico will be to
Practices in all the District Couru
Mrs. J. V. Wemple,
Saugherties,
nect with No. 3 westbound and
14
town
of
miles
the
out
and
case
N. Y.
lay
Spalding,
gives special attention to
No. 10 eastbound.
northwest of Deming, designating
Miss Katherine Ostrauder, Schenec- before the State Supreme Court.
Office: Laugblin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. U
parks, drives and places for publ c tady, N. Y.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
Geo. E. Remley, Cimarron.
m.
buildings, etc.
. Chas, R. Easley
A. W. Bikker, Jr., Albuquerque.
President Ely states that his iocis
Chas. F. Eatley,
No. 3 carries passengers to AlbuT. B. Longwell and wife, Cloudcroft,
EA8LEY A EA'JLEY,
concerning the state fair are to s line
querque, locally, and to Pacific
It. S. Hikey, New Haven, Conn.
extent Incorporated in a letter which
aw.
Attorneya-a- t
Coast points.
he received this morning from Jo'm
Practice In the Courts and Deter
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to conCatarrh Cannot Be Cured
Laud Department
Morrow, of R'tton, N. M , whil?h reads
nect with No. 1 westbound, and
In part, as follows:
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
Land grants and titles examined.
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
cannot reach the seat of the disease. Santa Fe. N. it., branch Office, Estai
In regard to my views as fo what
"Cut-off- "
with
Albuquerque
state far should consist of, I should Catarrh is a blood or constitutional
cla, N. H.
ValPer,o
and
Clovis
for
train
say that our fairs should be inclined disease, and In order to cure it you
ley points.
more to agriculture and horticulture ycu must take Internal remedies.
Means more than (lie passing pleasure of a cool drink
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
than to sport. There Is a tendency ot Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internDentist
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
.
on a hot day.
m.
a certain element of citizenship in ally, and acts directly upon the blood
Over Spits Jewelry Stor.
New Mexico to make our fairs along and mucous surfaces.
Hall's Catarrh
Rooms i, i and I.
Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to conLeave
Postum contains no drags, but it does contain vitalizing
the line of sports, that is, in the way Cure is not a quack medicine. It was Phone Red (.
nect with No. 7 westbeund carof amusement by horse, racing and prescribed by one of the best physiOffice Hours 8 a. m. te I 9.
food elements from wheat that afford lasting refreshment, and susrying El Paso sleeper, also No.
other features connected with it, neg- cians in this country for years and is
And by Appointment
4 eastbound.
the
Nature
the
tains
body by furnishing
support
lect the real foundation for develop- a regular prescription.
It is composed
Returning, arrive Santa Fs 8:35
ment of the material resources of the of the best tonics known, combined
OBEY THAT IMPULSE!
requires.
rtate. I thliik that agriculture in all with the best blood purifiers, acting Instead of enduring the dally torLeave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to conits characteristics, county exhibits of directly on the mucous surfaces. The ment of weak back, backache,
sore
Instant Postum dissolves
in
water. Chilled
nect with No. 8 eastbound, and
different grains, county exhibits of th:; perfect combination of the two ingred- kidneys, swollen Joints and rheumawith ice and flavoured with sugar and lemon, it makes a delicious
No. 9 westbound.
fruits, and make livestock a specially ients is what produces such wonder tism, obey that impulse to take Foley's
with
drink that cools and comforts and is really a food for Brain and Nerves.
strong feature of the fair.' The live- ful results In curing catarrh. Send foi Kidney Pills. Thev
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:30
stock, horses, cattle and sheep of testimonials, free.
nature, which accounts for their sue-- !
a. m.
F. J. CHENEY & Co.. Props,
New Mexico, need improvement. This
cess in all kidney and bladder disoris particularly the case among our
ders. They are healing, strengthenToledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggist, price 75c.
native people. The saqie need is in
ing and tonic. Obey that impulse toTake Hall's Family Pill (qr const! day and give them a chance to help
evidence with regard to the agriIvou. The Capital Pharmacy.
cultural activities ot ourVnative peo- - Fatlon.
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SANTA FE MAN
DIES ENROUTE
TO LAS VEGAS

LOCAL ITEMS.

F. ANDREWS
Market.

The incorporators are W. I. Luik-ar- t
and Ode Cain,, of Clovis, and Bel-ttand Claude Miller, of Oklahoma

eu.

OFFICIAL NEWS.

e

THURSDA

Best Ass

City.
Embroidery Floss in White
Governor Returns.
IN TELEPHONING
and Colors, both In Silk and CotThe New Mexican, if your business
Governor W, C, McDonald returned
ton; also Crochet Cotton. D. M.
DO NOT WANT AN
is about advertising, subscriptions or
from a brief trip to the
M annul CioiizuloH, of this city, ; esterduy
lose
Royal' Society, and Princess
PROTECTORATE
AMERICAN
C,
If
"286.''
ob work. Diease call uo
Linen, Art Center-pieces- ,
J on No. ID yesterday
while bc.i.' 'iivnth near C'arrizozo, returning by
Stamped
you wish to speak to the editor or give
is
of
He
very busy
way
Albuquerque.
Scarfs, etc
Auto Delivery Every Hour!
San Jose. Costa Rica, July 24. A
AuloDe!ivery Every Hour I
jl.ilten to flip insiim' usjl'ur. at Lai h day clearing up Ihe accumulated
any news, please phone "31 "
was caused here today
Vegas by Dr. David Kuapp, of this city, Mail on his desk iu order to
get away deep sensalion
of the
Another car of that famous EMPRESS FLOUR. The best money
'NUFF SAID, iGNAGEY & ER- - i I'd .lose Romero,
by private cablegrams from Washingto
Las
tomorrow
Vegas,
morning
will buy, try It. A coupon packed in every sack good for valuable
(deceased.
Gonzulets, it is .aid, was.
of State
'viEN.
where he will Inspect the New Alex-- i ton stating that Secretary
a United States propremiums, and besides this we are going to give to the boy or girl unIf you want a good
square meal, ti .ken violently insane Saturday night lro uattcnul
projected
Bryan
guard now encamped
der 15 years of age. who collects the most of these coupons up to
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
mid his agonizing screams kept the
over the Central American
visit the Plaza Cafe.
In the evening he will be the tectorate
awake that night and there,
September 15th a $30.00 bicycle and to the next highest a watch.
You will And many good smokes in l
States.
guest of honor at a big military ball
Boys and girls get busy, get your mother and your neighbors to
Sunday night. Monday he wis start-thProtests were printed in the press
jour cigar case. No trouble to select ed
given
by the Las Vegas Commercial
use EMPRtSS FLOUR.
died
near
it.
but
the
for
shade
and
asylum,
a public meeting of general pro- ate bids will be received on plumbing
particular size, shape
and
to
the
of
officers
lub
the regimental
bera, en route to Las Vegas.
you like. Zook's.
and heating.
accom test is announced for this evening.
will
McDonald
Mrs.
militia.
will
Epworth League Social There
Gonzales was a native of Santa Fe
on
the
this
A certified check of 7 per cent of
trip.
governor
pany
un Epworth League social at thJ md was (r years of age. He bad been
No-TURKEY BUSY REGAINING
No. 4
of Hie bid must accompany
4
St. John's Methodist church Thursday engaged in business In Santa Fe for
LOST TERRITORY the amount
each proposal as a guarantee that the
Jail.
Pardoned
From
AdmisCounty
welcome.
evening. Everybody
p long time, and leaves a large fnm
contractor will enter into contract and
Charles Akers. of Clovis, a county
It is said his trouble was of a
sion, 15 cents.
ily.
London, July 24. A telegram was furnish an approved surety band from
LOST Sigma Chi Fraternity Pin. nervous order. The remains will be
prisoner there, was pardoned by received this afternoon from the.
a reliable bonding company authorized
Peward if returned to New Mexican brought tor.k to this city for inter- the governor yesterday afternoon.
minister in Paris reporting that to do business in the State of New
GO
was
a
Akers
sentence,
office.
day
serving
Tm.kisn troops had entered the
ment.
Mexico, in the sum of fi5 per cent of
had almost expired, but he
,
TIib slv months' old
,
Rahu rii
of phjijnpopolis. that the the amount of the bid.
t
HI child of Oaniacio Lopez and wifo died
to
been
have
would also
required
popuiace was fleeing and that the sitThe contractor must state in his
llast evening at the parents' home on COMMITTEE TO
jen recommendations made to him byj,lation wag desperate.
the shortest time he will
proposal
.......
arious persons acquainted with
Don Caspar avenue. The funeral serNAME SECRETARY
agree to complete the contract.
vices were held this afternoon.
case, the governor granted a complete
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
Address all proposals to Francisco
SELECTED TODAY pardon with remission of the costs
Special Service Friday, July 25th
President of the Board,
will be received Dy Delgado.
Sealed
proposals
a
be
will
(St. James, Apostle), there
New Mexico.
Santa
of
Fe,
the
of
Board
the
Regents
corporate communion of the Woman's
Signing Series A Bonds.
President Dornmn of the chamber
Normal School up to 12
Proposals must be submitted on
Guild at the 10 a. m. celebration at f nr.minorffi this nfrernoon named the
The various officials about the state
o'clock, noon, the 14th day of August, blank forms furnished by the archii
are
the Episcopal church.
whose
now,
it
busy 19J3, for the
duty is,
committee of five authorized Tuesday ouse,
of their build- tects.
A bonds pro- FOR SALE All kinds of building
The Board reserves the right to reRio Arriba county, New
night, which will have charge of tueMsning "P the series
at
El
Rito,
ing
street.
lumber. 314 Gallsteo
matter of selecting a secretary for the ' ided for by the state constitution, Mexico, according to plans and sped ject any or all bids.
Committee Meeting. A very Impor- chamber.
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
The committee named to-- j and within a few days the bonds will j, t,
file at the offlce cf j HPublic Utilities day is as follows: K, ..Chapman be, issued for bonds of like amount an(j
President.
M. Rapp Co., Architects, Santa Attest:
Ijtant meetingof ofthethechamber
of com
SAMUEL ELDODT, Secretary.
chairman, James W. Xorment, Jose T). fi.rmerlv issued by the territory ofj Fe, N. M. and Trinidad, Colo. Separ
chairman
merce is announced by the
New Mexico and representing the!
Sena, Arthur Selignmn, R. 11. Hanna.
for Vednesday, July 30th, and a full
called a debt of the territory when the admis-- j
has
Chairman
Chapman
attendance is requested.
j
committee for tomor- eion to statehood came.
For Sale A gentle reliable family meeting of theat 5 o'clock in his offlce
row
afternoon
horse with harness and two seated
Incorporation Papers Filed.
in the Archaeological rooms and rerig with top, $200. Frank Owen.
W. I. Luikart & Company is the
of the entire
attendance
the
quests
The regular
Boy Scout Meetings.
r.ame of a new concern which filed incommittee.
weekly meeting of the Boy Scouts will
papers with the corporasecrecorporation
a
will
select
This committee
be held Friday evening at 7:30, and
tion commission this morning. The
at this meeting arrangements will be tary as soon as possible, and not later
the addresB of the
made for a hike at 10 a. in. the next than the next meeting night of the japers give South Main
as 123
street, Clovis,
to
that
action
body
its
chamber,
report
to
be
will
Bishop's
day. This hike
N. M and W. I. Luikart as the agent.
ratification.
for
Phone 12.
ARFNhOM fiARDFN'
ranch, and the boat which the scouts
is $12,000, dlvideM' 3 TUP
have built will be taken along.
There are a number of applicants The capital stock
is
all
subscrib
and
irto
$100
shares,
Horses Pastured on Siriugo's Sun-i.- being considered.
Slope ranch Et $2 per month, two
miles from city. Good grass and water.
Chautauqua Rates The Santa Fe
Everything In Hardware.
has issued a circular announcing rates
to the coming New Mexico ChautauLUDWIQ WM. ILFELD.
W. H, WICKHAM
qua at Mountaiuair. The meeting will
be held from August 12tli to 2lst, and
the tickets over the A. T. & S. F. are
sold from August 8th to 21st inclusive
ROUND UP
IT
with final return limit September 2.
IT
The rate announced from points on
tliis line is one and a fifth fares for
TAKES
the round trip.
A
TAKES
Any kind of nursing bottle you want
THE
nipples of all styles, brushes, baby
foods, talcum powders and the most
ZsTOW
DOUGH
careful prescription department to
ill.
Zook's.
when
help baby
TO
mmm ii it
m m
v
ii
Camp Fire Girls Dance Last night
ill 'wKvr'
at Library hall, Ihe local troop of
.
MAKE
Camp Fire girls of America gave their
benefit dance. About. 125 people atUS
tended and a most enjoyable evening
was spent. Mrs. John V. March was
W. Q. SARGENT,
TALK
in charge of the affair assisted by
GO!
Airs. F. C. Wilson and Mrs. Hugh
LOW
IN
SHOES
H. MENDENHALL,
Up
go
It is reported that there will
be a surplus of several dollars for the
extension of the work of the Camp
WOMEN'S OXFORDS AND PUMPS
Fire
girls.
The De Vargas will be remodelled in the Spanish style and
New Members Although no applica-tionAll of our regular $3.00 and $3.50 Oxfords
300 Pairs of
for membership were proposed
newly furnished throughout; also freshly painted and
In Black or Tan, Button or Blucher,
of
dun
at, the meeting of the Chamber
papered. Many private baths and all the comMetal
Commerce Tuesday, President
states that there were several on
hotel.
and
forts of a first-clafile which had been mislaid. The memVici Kid
camactive
bership is conducting an
Pumps and
paign for new members through a
Oxfords.
circular which explains the
ALL
situation in detail on the grounds that
it is a business proposition and closes
We must close out our entire stock of Men's
SIZES.
with an Invitation to the recipient to
Women's and Children's Low Shoes and Slipjoin the organization.
oers to make room for the mammoth stock Regular $2.25 Grade, Your Choice .
Business College Moves. The Santa
"
"
" $2.50 "
. $1.85
which
is now on the road.
Fe Business college will open Monday
In our determination to close them out we
"
"
"
"
in Its new location In the rooms form.
$3.00
have neither looked at their cost or values.
erly occupied by Dr. Miller, upstairs
Round
.
and across the hall from the Craycraft
Up Price,
Some are marked at cost and some for be
Sole AgtnU For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
studio on the west side of the Plaza.
All must go in
!
low cost.
Nothing reserved.
Considerable new furniture has been
and all are the season's latest
the Round-UILFaLFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages added by Prof. Norton, valuable addithat
An Immense assortment of Oxfords
e
Oxfords In Tan or Black and best styles.
tions have been made to the library
Men's
will aptaste
a
women
with
discriminating
and
heel
flat
low
ol the school, and the new quarters
Button or Lace, with the
Fe
The only exclusive
house in
recede toe or the high nob toe. The season's best.
have been renovated
preciate. They are Button models, Tie and
and decorated
Strap Slippers of the latest style.
throughout.
CHILDREN'S SLIPPER RIOT!
Arrested in Arizona. G. R. Smith,
Phone Black placed in jail at Prescott, Ariz., by
Phone Black
Hundreds of pairs of the season's newest
will be
Sheriff Charles C. Keeler,
an
to
most popular styles to go at the lowest
back
and
Albuquerque
by
brought
attache of the sheriff's office on a
ever quoted In Santa Fe.
prices
charge of issuing two worthless pieces
Some are soft and light, just the thing for
of paper, one for forty dollars and one
this hot weather, and some are rough and
for fifty-fivdollars, Sam Stevens and
an Albuquerque bank being the comsturdy, suitable for every day or school wear.
Now is your time to save money on chil
plaining parties. Smith also operated
in Santa Fe, and parties here who are
dren's shoes.
waiting for him to pay up went to Albuquerque last night to see what satRegular $4.00 Grade, Your Choice J
isfaction might be secured from him
Regular $3.00 grade,
" $4.50 ,
NOTE
.
regarding his debt here.
your choice
"
"
" $5.00 "
.
Zook's Benzoin, Witch Hazel and
Regular 85c grade,
Regular $3.50 grade,
Almond Cream is fine for sunburn and
,
your choice
your choice..
wtndburn. Take a bottle with you on
THE WORLD'S BEST FOR MEN! Regular $1.00
grade,
Regular $4.00 grade,
your vacation.
your choice
your choice....
Sues For Divorce Alleging abanRegular $1.25 grade.
donment and other grounds, A. W.
your choice
P.ikker, Jr., general agent in Ne
Mexico and Arizona for the Conti- IN ALL POPULAR
Regular $1.50 grade,
LEATHERS!
your choice
rental Casualty company and well
known in Santa Fe, has filed suit for
Regular $1.75 grade,
divorce against his wife, Susie B. Bikyour choice
Ver, of Albuquerque.
The couple have
Regular $2.00 grade,
teen married ten years or more and
your choice
have two children, both boys, who are
Regular $2.25 grade,
row in the custody of Mrs. Bikker.
your choice.
Mr. and Mrs. Bikker have had trouble
" Suffragette or Not Woman's Work Is Never Done."
Regular $2.75 grade,
before, and about a year ago Bikker
caused divorce papers to ba preparIn spite of the ever Increasing popularity of modern
your choice
household
devices, some women are still "at war" with daily work. The profesed, but' afterward became reconciled
Regular $3.00 grade.
to his wife. The reconciliation, howsion of TME RELIABLE HARDWARE CO. Is a noble one Indeed, for
your choice
it consistsretl!erty of lightening the Woman's burden.
ever, was not for long, and the couple
Kitchen utensils and durable tin.
Regular $3.00 grade,
Their stock of
eoon separated.
your choice. . . .
granite, enameled and wooden ware, enables every modern housewife
More
less
by the Year, in
by the Pair but
In this community to accomplish wonders with a smile. Madam, do
BRYAN QUITS LECTURING TO
Regular $3.50 grade,
Tan and Black, Bttton
you want to transform household drudgery into agreeable pastimef
RETURN TO OFFICIAL DUTIES
your choice
or Lace. Regular $5.50
Well, next time you pass the Store come in and ask anybody ther
Regular $4.00 grade,.
to "show you."
Don't forget the Place:
and $5.00. ROUND UP
Chicago, 111., July 24. Secretary of
choice
your
State Bryan spent twenty minutes in
PRICE, . . . . .
enroute
from
Chicago today,
Iowa,
where he delivered a lecture last night,
to Washington.
"I am hurrying back to Washington
to confer with Ambassador Wilson tomorrow in regard to Mexican affairs,"
said Mr. Bryan.
The secretary of state arrived in;
..
I
i
Chicago shortly after noon and left
for Washington at 12:40 p. m.
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EVERY SHOE H AS BEEN
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RETAIL

$1.50

$2.25

Flour Hay, Grain,, Potatoes and Salt.

$2.35
1,000 PAIRS OF

LOOK HERE

p

high-grad-

grain

45

Santa

LEO HERSCH
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$2.85
$3.35
$3.65
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THESE PRICES

$2.25
$2.50
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45c
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The Reliable Hardware Store, My Home.
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LEAN,

PFLUEGER
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